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The purpose of this study was to conduct an experimental
comparison of thestructured'versus unstructured training of semi-
.skilied production workers.:.

The experiment was implemented using the following' procedures:
a production-job representative of, those semi-skilled jobs in.the Johns

'Manville Corporation was selected; the'-two training programs for the
representative production job were characterized and developed;
producttrainees that represented a productionworker profile were
selected and hired; evaluation methods for product quality, worker

costost effectiVeness,'and worker attitudes were developed;
and the experiment was executed-comparing the. two training programs,

_ .

,*

The data provided several conClusionz. Structured training time
was significantly less thah unstructured to- ioduce.competent workers.
The structured training group achieved Significantly higher-levels'of
production worker competence by time intervals. The total development

costs were not Significantly different. The production
losse we`te-significantly higher in the unstructured training program.
Subjects in the structured 11-dinkng-prim grak solved a higher percentage

production problems. There was no the
attitddei of the trainees of the two groups towards their
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QUPARTER I

INTRODUCTION

J

O

,Inaustrial training can. theoreticallY.be divided into two forms:'
.. VW . . .

strucUred'end_unstructured.. Structtied.training can be thought of as .
.

.
a..

thekaining of a new worker through a syatematicallyGdeveloped.educa-.
.

.
.

a

.

fional progrei. On the other hand, unstructured training is on-the-job
a . ..:

training of a new worker by an experienced worker'who simultaneously
..

.. .
-

.. .

colitinues to perform hiS regular duties. '

CZ

While.the merits of structured industr41_training ere widely

presented
.

inthe literatu4e litil if any conttolled research as

reported (Patti., 1972, p..17)x. Thi literature is obviousli b

written by.advocates of structured -airing programs. When con ted.

with management opposition, the lack of empirical research. leaves 91.5se

interested in training only withathe ower of persuasioft. 'Opposition

to training is a result of economics. s the profits of a
.
comps*to,

, .

.so goes training (Douthat,.1916, P. 0.. Industrial training is often
. _ .,. . .

.
. A - 4

considered an overhead, "frill" b34product on management.. As a result,

,,..

training is ofteh the first Aepaitmentito h e fiuldS cut,in a.tighti

..economic atmpspherie(Dcutha,
..
The power of persuasion arid nianagement di ates should not bethe

criteria by° which industral.training investments a made. Whether or.

nottraining,iiza "frill" or a needed production tool '_roan only be"

assessed'if the relative production time, worker.attitudeks, and costs'

effectiveness are known.

1 i
4ir

----0
.rz470 )

1
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, .

thePurpose of h Study,

The purpoie'of this study was to.conduct.an experimIntalcom- '/
0

parisoo Rothe structured"vgrius unstructured training of semi-skilled.

-

0 production workers.

4
Sub - Problems

1. To select a production job representative of those semi-skilled jobs-

in the johns-Manville CorporatiOn (J

2. To 'pharacterize and develop an unstructured training program for the

selected production job that is represeitative-of the Johns -,
O

Manville unstructured training practice:
..\

31 charaCterize and develop ,a structured training program for thsc'

. ''Selected production job that is representative of the Johns-
.

Manville structured training .practice.
. . . -

4.k. To select. trainees that are representative of.a. Johns-Manville',

praductionvorker-profile,.

5. .deVelop methods for evaluating the product qualitY4'worker scorn-
.

petence, cost-effectiveness, and worker attitudes.

A 6. To execute the training,experiment and collect the data.
. e .

N,
7. To analyze the daia by making the following comparisons to evaluate

the effectiveness .of the two.training methods:

A. training time required of the unstructured training program as
compared to training time required of the structured training
program to produce cO4etent production workers.

.
,.

B. a comparisOn of levels otproductioiworker competence by time'

.,
intervals, between structured and unstructured training.

.

, . .
__. .

, ,

. c.. -the_total development and training costs of the 'structured
training prograM as,compared to the development and training-

.. costs of the unstructured training program. .. .

.

I .

12
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3

D. the production losses of the structured training program versus-
the unstructured training program.

.

E. the reactions of the structured training programoperatora.to
.production problems (malfunction performance Est) 'versus,the:'
unstructured-training program operators. .

F.

.

the attitudes of thetrainees in the structured program towards
their training, trainer and job versus those -in the unstructured
program.

-- Significance of the Problem

Empirical dati on the effectiveness of unstructured and structured'

industrial training, while not-available, is necessary to make.inteili-

. gent decisions coucernihg training. The capital investment in training

is too great and the potential return toe) important toallow decistons

of4!raining policies' and practice to be based solely on powers of per-

suasion and the immediate economic atate (Burke,, 1969, p. 24).

.This research will be-the firaltstep in. providing such information..

4
' The fact that cor-3porate level production and training personnel of Johns-

1#.

-Manville have _spent considerable time articulOing the need for such

information and.now.are'providing financial support for this Industrial-

Training Research, Project (ITRP)'' is further evidence of the significance-
_

14'4

--of this -resitarch:---
...,

Limitations of the Study

This study is limited"by the representative -job, production yorker.

structuretrAIning Characteristics., and unstructured training-

characteristics that have been specified for this research. 1

Definition of Terms

Structured",training: When a thorough job.analysis'is used as a
r

basin for self- instructional and/or instructor lidsed instruction program

13



that has been systematically developed to train a new worker in a logical

progression from zero job competency' to a specified mastery of the job.

The-trainee is the focal point Qf the training effort.

Unstructured trainiag: No purpoSeful instructional plan is used %

to train a new worker. The training is'not systematic and the worker is
.. _ .

,

usually trained by an existing employee (worker-trainer) while on the job.

The worker-trainer has little or no interest in training, minimal to.
_. .

mastery of the job procedures, and little to no instructional skill The

on 'ng production output is the focal point of the worker - train/
.--

instead o the.training experience of the'trainee. '' J. 4.-
i

O

I*

:

LAY

14,
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW 03' THE 'LITERATURE

Need for Specific Training

The specific uses of job training by- industry are to train a

-employed worker, to tran.efe the 'existing employee to another

position, to promote a worker, ta- produce and service a new product, to

initiate a new manufacturing procedure, or to-increase safety (Evans, 1971,
....

. -

.

p. 207) . .

A 1963 survey indicated that most adult workers' learned their job

skills 'through informal on-the-job training or had -just picked up the',

necessary skills needed while 'working .(Task Force, '1968, -p. 35). *Workers
,

. -. . ... .
.

1

. have also changed jobs approximately nine times during their,wOrking.
. .

. . - .

..; .4fet ite ,s. -Of which-.-the-majchange.d occupation and the industry .

. .
. in which they worked (Evails, 1974, p. 24; Palmer, 1954, p.. 5). :1As

. ... .
industry becomes .more compaex, job training will need to change -to cope ..

with both voids in' training and the need, for retraining (Froomkin, 1958,

p. 485; Burke, 1969, p. 24).

A-ctua-1-2manpOwer-needs-of this society have'been-dramatically. ,over

and 'under estimated. OCcupational shifts in adults have forced them to'

cope' to changes within their career (Lippi4, 1969, p. 8). ;Because the

educationar-institutions have .not been aware of, technological changes

and skill shortages, there has been a lack of trained end educated

individuals from the_formal schools to meet the real' industrial job

skill needs (Evans, 1971, pp. 10,.14, 22). Labor Assistant Secretary

15.



Jerome M. Roson indicated that there wille an expected increase of

100 million workers intothe nation's labor force by' 1980 {Trainingand-..--f-'---

Development Journal; 1970, per. 11).

The economics of industry also point to a need'for job training.

Because of.high competition in the products and, services market, a
.r

better trairrid worker,pan,adjusi to changing job trends (Lippit, 1969,

p. 8). Management cannot expect production efficiency from, untrained

or poorly trainaversonnel assigned to operate expensive and .sophists-

cated eq'ipment '(-Wni,g....A-Wolansky, 1972, p. 3). Unlike Rublic indus-'

trial education, company run traininginvoiWs-juft thmu-rkitls-and

knowledges that are unique to a particular job situation (Evans 1971,
. ,

p. 10). An argument against'sophisticated training is that one-can

expect that with increased automation in.1.ndustry,, the need for a tre_ned-
,

worker "skill" is not-as badly needed (Frooikin,:1968,T. 485. While .

the breadth of knowledge'end-experience of the skilled4forker'is

coming narrower, the.highlevel of -skill remains important in most
4

1.
-.production jobs . --CiVeralibi'argUfireht-dWellds-largely-on-the-amannto

oA

v 'automation' involved in the production operatibn.. As the trade or pro-
.

.duction manufacturing becomes more sophisti4ated,

of existing training programs willcontinually. be

training-and revision,

needed {Stutz, 1972,

p. 42). Management has been modifying its attitude about training

,during the past decade and is more willing to ,t(linP. of trai .4 as being
. .. _ _ -

economiCally,:soqnd (Odiorne, 1970, p: 14; McKee, 1969, p. 27).
c: i

'Nature of Structured and Un8ixueture&Traihing

Part of the historical development of job training in industry and

its rise to influence was due to-the addition, of training and development
r

' to
r

s,
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departments to industrial'firns (Wenig & Wblansky, 1972, p.'5). These

training professionls hakre indicaEid-through various writingdthe need
-

for structured job training (Barbery-1969Y. An example is a study

showing the advantages of structured orientation of new employees.. This

orientation program resulted in reduced worker anxiety and increased

productivity (Mahoney, 1969, p. 23; Gomersall & Myers, 1966, p. 62). ,A

'structured training program for production workers in-a new plant start-.

up resulted in three important factors'(Sisson, 1972; p. 22):

.1: An ovaerly start-up of new plant facilities with increased

'production.

2. No personal safety accidents.

3. Increased cose-effectiveness of the 1972 training program
versus the 1963 training methods.

The heart of the structured approach is the logical analysis!of

-all aspects of training. It.tries.to-considgr not only the obvious, but

also to notice and weight theseemingly minor points needed to develbp a ,.
-

fully trained empidyee. This caasideration is shown in a.etudy ot.the

,raining: of clerical workers through the use of programmed audio - visual
. '

instruction. The study resulted invereater retention by the learner,

indiiiidualizedinstruction'to neet trainee's needi,andjower training

costs (Krag, 1979, p. 36).

A relatively large portion of the initial employmeni Of_aLnew.

worker is spent on training. If this training is structured withstated

objectives.of.worker performance, it will give the worker specific in-
,

sight in his employment responsibilitieS(Seynour, 1968,pp.2;.14). .The.

worker .can be trained in a° shorter time with reduced. training and pro-

duction costs. 'Retraining existing employees also becomes, easier (Seymour,

1968, p. 14) . 0

-17
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Unstructured training is an unsystematic effort. at training.

While the general goals of preparing 'an efficient new.worker the

sameas.with a structured program, the difference.is that there is no
0

analysis of the job, no controlled training, or sequential development

and evaluation of the worker at any point in his training. The new

worker is brought ,into his new job and usually picks up his training'

through the "osmosis" of informatiOn from a fellow worker who is

experienced in the job procedures (Wenig. & Wolansky, 1972, p. 22). This

type of,training has been called the."buddy-system" of training (Barber,

1969, p. 82)'or "unstructured training" (Cullen, 1973). 1

The major case .for unsruc4redtraining is presented by production

managers. Their reasoning is that of economics. 'A structured training...

..

investment_ (cost) is notmeeded since the worker will be trained by an
-1. , . ,41,.: 4. '

. ' .47

...
_. experienced worker on'tfts.productxon sine. The worker doing the training .

. . .
.

. .

.

, ,

is already being paid. and the trainee is working and learningunder him

(Cullen,- 1973) 9.

.

_

.0 --Economics of

contrdversy over structured. versuslnfistructured training is
, .

perpetuated by _inadequate reieirch.on'their economic advantages. Training
..-a .

. .

.

costs, however the methods, are qn economic burden' which is paid out of ,

the company's prolit-bi-overhead (Wheeler, 1969, p. 14) with two questions,

.

4 being' asked; "What does -it cost if we do it (train) t and "What does it ,

a4

cost if we: on'i do Sophisticated cost analysis andmanagemeni4s

needed to resolve the financiarmanagement of the training program
A

(Wheeld, 1969, p. 18). .

. A pewly trained employee qUittinghis job and.takinehis training
.

1 8
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to a new job with 'better economic advantages for him-is another

economic reason for "resisting or minimizing training.' ThissituatiOn is

equally prevalent in large and small firms, though the smaller firm is

at a greater economic disadvaktage (Frankel, 1969, p. 28).

The calculation of training coats is diversified.. There ii no

aingle formula. A narrow formulamight be to use cOnvenstIonal accounting

of fixed, variable and total costs (Wheeler,. 1969f p. 18). Thi.is Is one °.

simple'method that can be used in' cost prediction or overall cost

analysis. A cost-effectiveness model developed_for this study is found

in. Appendix A.----'

It may bethat extensivecost analysis'discussions result in f44---

company-supported training efforts. Hard economic questions asked at the

onset may scare off training programs (Furst, 1970, p. 30). Instead of

initial comparisons of costs, one could envision training in_terms of an

investment, and return on investment.(Fukst, 1970, p. 30)4 Unlike an '

inyestment,:training and development-is often treated as a luxury of a

_firmSeveral_biher-situatious_work against the investment concept:.

Managers are rewarded for profits on an ongoing basis and are reluctant

to hire.and train fot the future..Transferring of employees is often
0

rdstricted beause departments are 'reluctant to give up employees whose

training costs have been charged to their budgets (Douthat, 1976, p..36)..

Evaluatine _Training.
,

Training evaluation can be divided into.three main areas. First,

the. cost Df training can be'stateein a ratio oeproduction output versus.

amount ok'training,time or training time as comp'ared to time expended to.

reach competency. Secondly, the cost of training.can be seated as. 'a

19
0
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,relationship.o.fthe training program and expected worker behavior: The

third training. evaluation,-and the hardest to evaluate, is the separation .

of on-the-job produdtion behavior versus training behavi How does one

separate on-the-job production profit and production time for the company

from training time and training costs when it appears that the trainee is

simultaneously performing as trainee and worker?-

Hlialuaioncanbecoilductedusingbasidaccoun5in.wasures in

calculating fixed,, variable, and total costs involved. in training, The

time and training methods of varioiln aspects of training can be given a

dollarvalue and added to determine a total training cost (Wheeler, 1969,

Interpreting training costs over time al;ows training.to be cal-

.

culated as an investment along with the returns frowthat investment.
.,

This method studies the,tcreal costs versus the maximum training time and

compares-them to=the time a trainee stays with a company thus lowering

the costs with-each"progressive.year he produCes for the company (Furst,

970, p. 30).

E v ettori-o training-can-can-of -ehe-costs:-One--
--

! method
,
isIdetermining all the phases of training and evaluating eaCh. -'.

i

." , ''
.r.

ihase through different, revaluation procedures. This type oe-luation `-

,
. .

deterMines how Well the training conducted meets the objectives of the

training program (Rose, -1968, p. 38);

Job lossby-individuals May be more of a' function of job-related

'attitudes rather than a defitienc# in technical skill. The training and

evaluation should then heavily concentrate on beneficial job.behavicit

traits with a rating scale as to the importance of behavior traits to the

-- job --(Buehler, -.-19.69-r-p . -16)

. 20
7
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Developing Structured Training Programs

Structured training programs may take as many shapes as those who
. .

deVelop them. One is the use of systems engineering techniques as

applied to training (Silvern, 1972, p, 4). This mthod 'incorporates tbs.00

use of the computer and systems engineering applications to analyze,

+i I synthesize, and simulateob requirements into a training program.. This
. . ,

1 .

-system has reduced the time taken to attain an experienced worker standard

by -onethird -of that previously,knawn.

A study done for the United States Air Force resulted in a matrix

to identify the components of training and their importance -into leVels

of high; medium, and low. This metVusedveight scales to determine

the effectiveness otraining by determining it the training given WAS

important and how much time should be given to train a particular concept

(Keyloe, 1971, p.

One basic training system is the Sob Instruction Tiaining System.

(Ford, 1970, p'.,29). This system, uses a aur-ste0 approach; preparing

'the.learnelf., present the material, have the learner apply the learning,

test or Understanding. These basic four steps'tan be expanded for

a more ctolplex training SysteM (Ford, 1970, p..2?). These Systems, and
i

ir 0 . .

tithrs developed in industrial.tialniriudepartments for specific use,

have certain similar componentsthat are listed below:

1. -Job Analysis',
2. Task AWysii
3, Target Population'
4. Course (training) Objectives
5. CoUrse (training) Procedures,
6. MeasuringInstruments
7:. Types of Performance.
"S. Selection of Instructional Procedures
9. Sequencing Instruction Unit .

aliger-& BeschT-1967)---

21
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,Summary

In theory, a structured training programhas the advantage over

unstructured training in.thatit'can develop a better-trained worker

with positive feedback on trainee development and training costs. At

.

surface evaluation, unstructured 'training is inexpensive, effective, and

easy to implement. There is.little or no evidence to prove or disprove

these statements. Until training methods are submitted tjsystematic

and carefully controlled research and evaluation, managerient will continue

to use or discard a tool (structured or unstrd:Aured training) ofunknown

value (Burke, 1969, p. 24).

3
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0
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CHAPTER III

.PROCEDURES

The organization Of this "procedures" chapter was based on the

'eub-problems of ,the itudy, that were presented in Chapter I. Their

abbreviated topics -are as follows:

1. 'Selecting a representative job
2, Characteristics of the unstructured and structured training

programs
3. Development of the unstructured training program.
4. Development of the structured training program
5. Selecting trainees
6. Data collection methods and instruments
7. 'Execution of the experiment
S. Analysis. of the'data

'Selecting a Representative Job. . 0

The selection.Of a representative production job of the J-M

- 11

Corporation required logical rather,. than statistical pfocedures. A

series of tentative decisions review sessions, adjustments and a final

decision was the overall strategy.

Specifically, the indurf7aiWifigRezearatr-Project--(-ITRP-

director met with the J-Mtraining personnel at the Bowling Green State

University (BGSU). They discussed their perceptions and observed ,the '

industrial processes available in the BGSTIManufacturing Laboratory.

The tentative choice was to use. the Rainyille Plastics Extruder

Appendii B) because of-its face validity toj -Operations and general

D.
I

difficulty of operation.

The research assistant then operationalized the Rainville Plastics

__Extruder and became mor0 familiar withfihe profess. After this, the
_ _

, . 23



A
,Prioject director met with both the .1-14 corporate and division level

training personnel and production managers.. Their review and.approval of

the pipe extrusion operator's job was the next important step in insuring

its appropriateness to J-K semi-skilled tndvstital prOduction operations.

A pipe extruder operator job analysis was then made (Appendix C)

before the final approval was given by both J4 and ITRP staff..

In conclusion, it was determined that the plastic pipe extrusion

.

'activities had a sufficient number of variables to make the tasks of a
,

. . .

difficulty proportional to J-M pipe extrusion. operations and to many . .

. .

other semi-skilled prodUction jobs. Basically, the job involved the

extrudinA of quality plastic pipe from a plastic extrusion machine.
a

facilitate this, the following items were utilized in the job, setting:

1. Plastic--raw material
2. Plastic extruder
3. Vacuum pump
4, Work.bench,

.'5. Cut-off saw
Tool box

7. Band-tools.(plyers, tin snips, knife)
8. Plastic regrind machine
9. Regrind storage bin

10. Pipe dimensional test device
11. Plaitic raw material* storage bin
12. Utilities (electricity, water)
13. Bench stools ___- _
14. On- the -job' pipe tora%e
15. Oh-tfie-job scrap storage

v

-

i

.

The physical .layout and photograph of. the above fabilities is ghown.lin

. 1 .

.

Appendix D; i U.

a
I

. i

Characteristics of Unstructured and .

Structured Training Programs'

Early in the Indilatrial Training Research Project (ITBP), agteftlion.

tia directed at defining'the dimensions of -and differences. between

O

r
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structured and unstructured programs: The following discussion_is an

15

overview ,of those efforts.
O .

..o

Inherent in the word "unaerUctured" is a looseness of definition

,. .

or specificity.'- While unstructured training within J-M operations does
1

allow for a wide range ni training' variables; there are. many common C011
.
s.'

ditions and variables that can characterize J-M unstructured training
1 .

programs. The attempts were to identify and simulate thoSe conditions
,

and variables for this research. ,U equal concern was the identifidation

-...

of those conditi\and=variables thaisurrounded,standard.J-M structured

....

training practice. In both cases the reader may find them equally

:---------app.licable to other training 'Settings. \
-

kJ, ;Tise-Ioce..ss of identifying condition's and variables that surround .

' /...._

J -4 unstructured andaactured training was.as follows:

1. The ITRP directormet, with s.-e1ected J-M corporate and training
level. staff to discuss perceppionsankopinions. -

2. Th6 ITRP director solidified the results'of the abo ession
along with library research into a rough draft of sped, .

characteristics.
.

3. The rough draft was reviewed by the total. ITRP staff.and with.'
corporate training and production-personnel.

4. -The.reactions.4ere summarized into ITRP "Working Paper Number
One Characteristics of,Structured and Unstructured Training
PrOgrame" (Appenaii E). The working 'paper provided a funda-,,,,
mental referencwpoint in the development_and execution of
both the unstructured and structured training program. °

Development of the Training Prog ram

,There were .six major steps in the development of the .extruder
.

operator structured training program. These steps were ads

1.' Job analysis
2. General training design decisions
3. 'Specifierraining design decisions

A

25.
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.z: \.... \ _

4. Produce the
,
'training prOgrem

5 Pilot test" t1 training.frogram
6. Finalize the ti iningzzgram

:4.. .__.. .

16

The jots analysis was done by the ITRP diredtor and research..

as ist nt after the research ssistant ,had. become .totally
, P. ..

the pp ration pepecularities of theplatic extrusighngiahine. 'The: ...
....

. - t To

a'
A 4y *..r-k

. pIast-i'd extruder operatoi job an ysis contains a jott.descrizttion, JO. . . "

4 ' .

tasks and task detailing sheets d may be .foun'd in Appendix C. ....,
, ...,.

.,,...... t

The detailed job observation d ahksis provided .the,inforraation . 4

6 4 ,-

base to first make,the',general and th
..

decisions (Appendix G). The trainiril d

the completed trainer' s (Appendix H) and

the specific training 'design

ign. decisions are evidenced in
. r

rainee, s manuals-. -(ApPendik .1)

'The .pilot testing, revision and finalizing° roce'ss. wei-eatatikant stepS', r
...% r.4

6
;

i,t-o- ale finalized training program. Organikitin, of the ;work Station,
, ._

libeling of:containers and measurement points ste additione,1outcomes
. ...,. .:..- . .

....

ofthe structured training program development.

is

,

4.1

VI,

t

4

.

-. Selecting Traineei' ' \ 1
.

. ,.-
4,,.

The selection of 'experimental subjects etrainees typical of a) `typical .,
..,

,s ,- ..';,i
,.-M semi-skilled job trainee was based on logical rather thin:etatiiticak -t.

- ..
.

.-.
. le, , . ....

rocedures._ TO develop a. worker profile a series of tentative degisions, .

- ,. :
i tre few -sessions, adjustments," and a final deVelopmentigas ticincted*.:',').

,.,
J4I CorpOratiori as -a' result of haying many small 'and".. large. manu-

e:, ....

Ifactur ng plants that are largely In lea, density rural areas; .has tr.). --
-:. . ,

endure a tight labor market (Klousing, 19'73)i The petential Johns- ,.
;

..-
, .'

MariVille employee Ara_ ilten determined by. the seasonal calendar . Ite:'
._.',0111 atl

applicant m t8141,roip,,,e farm background duringthe winter months, or a
..

..*"0.4,

high sch6151 oe'dollege Vaiekground during, the summer Mciiiths. The, .
. . ...__ _.....

_3
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17 4

applicant's persOnal profile may depend a great deal on the geographical

region in which he lives and theavailability'of,educational and occu-

pational'opportunitieg '(Klousing, 1973).

The ITRP staff reviewed the profile Of.ehe average, semi-skilled

worker in the Ohio Woodounty area. The following dimensions were

ident(fied as being part of atrainee profile:,
-

44

.0

.1. Age
Educational level'

0 3. Local worker mobiaty
4. WOiker motivations
S. Local and surrounding communities'.
6: Seasonal trends
7. Rand tications of local industry and BGSU

A

v.

A

1,
-

worker prOfile was developed.frOm this information and discilsed

with J-M corporate training management. ThiS profile listed categories

of. available persons, and characteristits of individuals that .1-M may

employ. The profile {Appendix was'usAd in the selection of subjects.

for the.research.

.0 . -
Recruitment .

,

: .
st

4.r . .

The subjects were recruited from the methods listed below;?
. ,

, .

,
,,.

_.

. Employment
.

.

t agency
' 2:- Newspapevadvertisemehts
3. 'I'Adveftising flier A

.
41

.---The employment agency used was the Bolling Green office of th,Ohio.
- 4

.

.

Employment Agency.. The newspaper advertising was in'the form of.a want
0

. 1.

ad for part-time work. The advertising flier.was a one-page sheet that!!4. - .. :t' . r -

. ii . d. , .
was pOsted throughout the community and in local industries describing a

,
, 0

. .

position open for partfime work. Examples of thed4 recruitment tools are

foUnd.in Appendix K.
1.

. .;1 r

'

Q

C.

I o,

J.

.
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Response and. selection
. .

. The Rubjects responded to.the.recr itment methods either by tele-

phoning.about'the position or applying in person. The subjects -were

.4 ,

asked to complete an application form (Appendix 1.), This application

form is slightly revisedlfrom those used by J -M. Upon completion of tha

application, the subject was asked to complete the Bennett Mechanical

Comprehension Test (Appendix M). This pretest was used to obtain addi-

tional comprative data to determine the equality of the two experimental

grOupst- A "t" test of means statistical comparison demonstrated that ,

iguificantstiff.exenge(0) between the _,13 est
0

of the two groups. Thiscomparison, along with the no significant dif-

9^^

. c
Terence comparisons of the age and educational attainments betWeen the

two groups, assured their equality. 'Summary data on these three( compari-
. . . .
. .

. .
.

.

sons of means can be round in Appendix N.
.

,.

. During

the applicant

told.. that the

the application period, there-was a Short interviA with '1

.

to reviewl'and..clarify the application.. The applicant was
. .

. .

job entailed the operation of 'a plastic extruder and that

, they were being hired to operate the extruder to test its reliability.

They were not told that their petfprmance was being tested.

Applicants hired were scheduled to work around"their personal

time commitments. Forty (40) subjects were hired from approximately -one

hundred (100) serious applicants. Therewere.twenty.subjects in each

group. It was impossible to hire the subjects as a group offorty and

randomly, divide them into two groups. There was an attempt to hire sub-
*ft

jects'consistent with the trainee profile foir' both .experimental groups.

Pretest scores were not used as a selection tool, but were used as.an

additional test of the equality of tht two groups.

28
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Data Collection Methods and Instruments

The fifth sub- problem presented'in Chapter 1 of this study was,'

to develop methods for evaluating the prokluction product,time coati

effectiveness and worker attitudes. . Esch of these evaluation tasks

involved different criteria, methods, and instrumentation, and will.be

.discussed separately.

Production product' .

Quantity and, quality were considered iii evaluating .the production

product. The qualfty of pipe produc tion is based on visual and dimen-,

ataxia' criteria. The visual criteria were handled in a judgmental forinat

.

. and are outlined in the Trainee's Manual (Appendix i). Samples of de, fec-

tive pipe became the comparative standard. The dimensional criteria of

pipe roundness and concentricity required the dei*opment and validation

.

of a test, device. Such a-device-was. developed and validated-and Pic-

tured in Appendix E.' Axixtensive development and validation report on.

this Instrument was prepared andavailable elsewhere (Sawzin, 1974).'

The quantity of.pipe production per fixed inlitof time is a.func-

1ti e.

don of machine and worker,capacities. Experience in equipment, materials,

and the monitoring of 'ongoing production is basis for establishing.a

*production quantity rate of pipe that beets.qiialitative standards. Tbe'4

minimum production' quantity rate was set at fifty 3! lengths, or 2.50'

pounds of.318 inch o.d. polypropylene pipe that meets specified quality

characteristics.

Worker competence

Worker competence, was defined as being able to startup production,

develop quality pipe,/ and to recover from two production problems

29 O
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(remotely manipulated machine variables)without a loss of production

rate. Establishing a definition or criteria was much easier than the

measurement of the actual attainment of 'competence. r.

.Remote observation of worker performance was believed to be of

fundamental importance, Direct'observation would reveal a previously-.

undisclosed interesttn the trainee as-well as.causefipthorne Effect..

A concealed closed-circuit television system was set -up. The camera

monitored the extruder operator work areaand was broadcast to the ITRP

office some 100 feet away.

The observatiOrial technique yia the closed circuit television'was

the method for. judging the "start-up" and ----

Systematically measuringthe trainee reactions to production problems was

a_eomplex task. It was felt that trainees should .be exposed to the,

same production problems and that the problems should be at the control!

O!theoresearcher.. The difficulties-were to-identify the extruder

,,machine Variables, to develop a remote control foreach of the variables

(e.g., roller take-up speed), and to validate the reliability of the

remote control.devide. Such a devic e and its reliability,was.developed

(Appendix 0).' This device allowed the_resea'rcher to inject specific

produCtion problems at will and thus became the crucial method for estab-
,

lishing worker competence attainment.

Time

The problems associated with the recording of tine were relatively

-simple. All production rates and observation' logs were systematically

time referrenced. Trainees bundled all product (quality and strap) actor --

ding, to time intervals.

30
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All trainees were observed via the concealea closed-circuit

television' system by the ITRP research assistant. A detailed hourly

observational* log 'was kept on each trainee.

44.

Cost effectiveness

Thecost-inputs for the previously reported cost effectivenegs

model for the two industrial training methods were handled in a very

-practical manner. The actual expenditures from the ITRP budget were

used. Simpli stated; the hourly rate of the research assistant (who was,

.performing as the.ipdusA trial trainer)was usedlaswerthe project Costs

.
for. raw inaterais and so.on.'It.should be pointed out that the cost

calculations* are extremely detailed, even, to the point of costing- out- -the

paper upon which the job analygis was written.

training situation will have varying

that projections should and can be made

It was obvious that every

personnel and material costs and

for those particular situations.

Worker attitude o

A Worker Attitude. Inventory (Appendix P) was developed to assess

the attitudes of trainees toward their training and job. The. content

validity was established through the development of questions around the

.following points:.

. .

1. 'Attitudes.toward the job
1;*

2. Attitudes toward: training
3.. Attitudes toward the trainer
4. Attitudes toward the equipment

The equivalent fort reliabiiity,coefficient of the attitude inventory

was .86 fOr a sample of 20 subjects. The assumption is that with-a

31
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P.

larger sample an even higher and mor-: accurate reliability would be

reported., .

.64

'Execution of the Experiment

The previous sections have detailed elements of the experimont-

This portion will combine the elements into a complete profile of. the

experimeOt itself. When all provision's for the experimentmere'set-up
4

andoperable, the experiment was executed. Thd following research

designprovidesan orview of the experiment:

22

Experimental Group 1- Unstructured Training Program: 11T1M2

Experimental Group 2- Structured Training Program: MiT2M2

to"
143. = Bennett- Mechanical Comprehension -Test

_ '0 T = Plastic Extruder Operator Unstructured Training Program_
T
2
= PlasticExtruder Operator Structured Training Program=

M
2
= istic Extruder Operators' Performance Test, and tile
Worker Attitude Inventory

In executing the' experiment -the unstruoturedtraining.program was.

c'Inducted first. A pilot program was utilize .to tesi the organization

and methods used to portray the unstructured training methods. Details
4.

ofthe unstructuredraining system have been previously discussed.
. .

During the experimentthe research assistant played tworoles. The

first was, that of they foreman. The second role was that of the researcher.

The,iole.of,"the researcher was,te monitoring of the experiment (a

closed circuit television camert was mounted in the rafters of the

TechnoIogy.Building Manufacturing Laboratory and*cabIedto a television-

monitor loCated in thedTRP office), the-recording of the research data,

. _

arrangement of work schedules for, the subjects, the recoiding.of.employ-

ment tilues and wages paid, and the testing of the trainee 'by the use of
;

32
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.
. ... . . .

the remote control system. The research assistant was housed in the

'' -,-- ..... ,z.ft.,_ .

located off the Manufacturing Laboratory (Appendix D).
..,.it-o."-"'

,

..

. .In executing the unstructured training program. itwis necessary
..,,,..

to schedulettrainee work times .n an overlapping arrangement and to
40.-mil.

. .

-4 .
.

schedufe subjects in a linear progression since one Subject must train

' 1 another. The total time involved in execufing.the unstructured training'

group was dependent on the time necessary for a trainee o.reach job Com:.

petency and the work.schedule of the subjects. Once trained, the trainee

became the worker-trainer and was scheduled .to train a new trainee'. The vt.4

tasks for the trainees to learn were the extrusion job procedures, to

'become proficient in the job tasks, and to train another subject on the
. . . o. .

job. When the subject completed being.a trainee and worker-trainer, he
..,.

..

was released from the experiment. The subjects were paid when relened

and asked to comple'le a posttest questionnaire.

'The unstructured training program was completed when 20 subjects

had been trainees and worker-trainers. During this time, work on the

development of the structured training program,was:progresaing. The

structured training program was developed by the ITRP director and the

research assistant. Representatives from J-M reviewed the program to

assure its similarity to J-M training programs, procedures, and principles.
4 1

Subjects were advertised and hired for the structured training

program based on the worker Profile. The scheduling%of the trainee was

dependent only on their personalschedules. Training of-the subjects was

not dependent on the Schedule of other subjects. The. training of the

subjects was' not executed in a linear progression. Since an expected

training time was practically.pre -determined (Appendix G), as many as

three subjects a day were scheduled independently.
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In executing" he structured training program the trainee was pre-

tested, trained by structured training_ methods; and post -tested...-A

%pilot test,of.the structured training program, training materials, and
. .

experiment organization_ was undertaken to determine the most effective

use of the training materials and methods. Durtng the pilot testing, J -M

training perionnel reviewed the implementation of the structured traiiii4

methods. The trainees proceded through the treatment (structured training

program) as previously described. The,research assistant performed tie two

. roles- of trainer,s.pd researcher. The 4resealcher assistant monitored.the

O

experiment in the same manner utilized for the distructured group.' The.

major difference in the role was a change from the foreman to trainer
"

characterization.(Appendit Q). The researcher assistant's actions were

dependenton.the characterization of the roles.

,.... .

. The subjects were trained-in both groupwone at atime. The'
.
, . .

.
.

.

reason was because most -new workers entering-e1J-M plant department enter

on a worker turnover basis. it is -reasonable to assume tat in training

.

groups, rather than individuals, that structured training would have an

increased efficiency greater than unstructured'training. The necessary

adjustments needed for grOup instruction and their relative effectiveness

is a subject for further research.

3

Data collection

During the experiment the necessary data was collicted.to answer

the research hypotheses. The collection techniques and the data recording

'methods depended on the type of data needed. The recording of the

4
training time was done by the research, assistant. The tines,a trainee

-reported for work and ended work, the times a'aubject was a trainee, and

34
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tie times a subject. was a worker - trainer were-,recorded in a log.

The usage of raw materials'wasrecorded fOt,eich hour even though

this data was not used in the study The extrusion process used in this

study had little, if any, losS in material weightfrom raw material in..

put to final pioduct output. Therefore; only-material outPutp,asure-

r

tents were used.

To determine the efficienuse of materials of one group to

. another, data was collected on roduction-rates, production weight, and

material waste (scrap). Produotion rate was recorded as the number of

qualtity_pieces of pipe extruded per, hour of work.- At the end of each'

hour theNtesearcher collected and counted the production. The pro-.

duction was also wei0ed to determine the pounds of plastic used.. The

'production. count' and weight was recorded in the log:

The plastic detet'mined as scrap waecoected, weighed, and
%.

recorded:at the end of each dour by the researcher: Scrap was defined as

plastic extruded not as pipe, awl pipe not meetaD the dimensional and
4

visual standards. Comparisons were made between prodUction weights and

scrap weight per trainin group.

The attitudes of the subje4i were recorded by a questionnaire

completed by the subject at the end of,the 'employment period.

The Prbgram Evaluation Review Technique (PERT) was used to manage

the ITU. A PgRT network, description of events, and a narrative of the

opekational procedures are contained in Appendix R.

O

Analysis of the'Data

'To evaluate-the effectiveness of the two training methods, the

following research hypotheses and statisticartreatments were proposed
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in response to the sub-problems found in Chapter
.
T. r

.0.

Hypothesis 1e Trainees receiving trainini.by the structured

-26*

: . .

method will achieve competency in significanay less'(p < .05) time than,

1

4 .
.

. those being trained by the unstructured method.
--

Hypothesis II: Trainees receiving training by the structured

method will achieVe significantly higher. (p < .05) in jobvCompeience

at the four tour, eight hour, and twelve hour time interval than those

being trained by the unstructured method.

Hypothesis ZIT: There will be no significant difference (p .950

in the average costs to train twenty extruder operators by the structured

compared to-those of the unstriictured.method. --1

in the average production losses per trainee via; the structured method as

. -7
method as compared to training twenty bythe unstructured method.-- .

Hypothesis IV There will be.no significant difference (p > ,05)

1

Hypothesis V: Trainees receiving structured training will resolve

significantly (p < .05) larger percentage of production problems than

trainees receiving-unhtructured training.

Hypothesis VI: TheFe will be no significant difference (p < '05)

in attitudes 'toward the job and.training among structured method trainees

as compa ed to unstructured method,trainees.
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CHAPTER IV

27

4)

a
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THEDATA

m The purpose4iNhis chapter is to present and discuss data rela7

tive to the six-hypothesesp.resented in the:preceding chapter. The.

hypotheses will be restated with thSupportive data presented and

discussed. ..

Research HyoothesistI: Trainees receiving training by the strucr

tured method will achieve,coipetency in significantly less (p < .05) time

than those being trained by the unstructured method.

With competency being defined as being able to start-up production,

develop quality pipe,-and to recover from,.two consecutive production
1

troblems-without losing production flow, the average times to achieve

competency for both the structured and unstructured training groups.was

measured. It was found that the structured training method 4.6 hour..,mean

was significantly less (p < .005) than the 16,3 hour mean for the un-

structured group. Therefore, Hypothesis I is accepted., A summary of the

qkta is:found in Table 1.

Figure 1 prOvides a graphic comparison of tiiexelative times tc

achieve competpricy. 'The interpretations can be that structured training'

method will take 72.0 per cent leis time than the.unstructured method,

. .

or that the. unstructured training method constitutes a 250 per cent

increase in time.to reach 'competency from the structured method,

9
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TAtLE 1

One Tailed "t" Test ofVeans of Times for
Structured and Unstructured Training

Groups to Obtain Competency

28

'Trainee Training Time in Hoursto-ReachCompetency

Group N EX x EX2

,
Unstructured 20 326 : 16.3 5950

Structured 20 91 4.55 4.29

df = 38 = 2.8609 (p < .005) Significant at the .05 level.,

Research Hypothesis II: Traihees receiving training by the

.structured method will achieve significantly,higher (p < .05) in job

competence at the.four hour, eight hour, and twelve hour time intervals-
..

than these being trained byehe unstructured Method.

At the four hour interval,the 87.5 per cent.compeeency cif the

. .

structured group was seignificantly higher < .01) than the 28.8 per

cent competence achieved by the unstructured group. At the eight hour

e .
k .

interval the 100 per cent. competency was not significantly higher

(p > .05), than the 55 per cent competence achieved by the unstructured

group. At, the' twelve' hour interval the 100 per cent competence%of the

structured group was not significantly higher (p > .05) than the 37.5

pee cent competency achieved by the unstructured group.

With the strength of the fourth hour-tomparison,'the closeness of

the eighth hour, and continued positive trend, in, the twelfth hour,

Hypothesis II was tentatively accepted.. Data for these comparisons.are-

found in Table 2.

.Figure 2 provides a visual comparison of the relative time interval

competency leVels between the structured and unstructured training groups.
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FIGURE _1-
, .

Times to Reach Job Competency Under Structured
and Unstructured Training Methods

40

S

16.3.:
,HOURS

4.55.
"HOURS

.

.UNSTRUCTURED- STRUCTURED

'Average Trainee Time Taken to
-Achieve Job Competency

4%

O

100%

ar

UNSTRUCTURED

744% Savings.
In Time

41/

25010 Increase
In Time

STRUCTU ED . UNSTRUCTURED STRUCTURED

Per Cent Differences Utiliz ng .,e/ter Cent Differences Utillzing
Unstructured Training.as a Base Structured Training as a Base
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ABLE 2.

One Tailed "t"-Tests.of Means for Perc
Jbb Competency Among Structures,

'Unstructured Training Groups

.

entages of

Trainee Per dent of Job'MnpetenarAfter Four Hour
44-1

144
N'Group

Unstructured

.

Structured

720'
/

575\
-r .

20' 1150 \

Training

28.8 -28125
,

-156250'874.5

df =.38 t = 2.6645i( < .01) Significant-at the ..05 -level
0

1

Trainee Ter Cent of lob Competency -After Eight Hbuta'of Training
. w

Unstructured

1Stiuctured

df = 38 i = 1.6835..(p

N .. EX2

26 1100

20 200D

f

.05) Not significant at-the .05 level.

55.0 , 71250

100.0' 200000

. :.

Trainee Per Cent of Job Competency After Twelve Hours'pf Training-
.

-..

UnstrUcturett
...

Structured

N EX .EX2'

20 . \1550 77.5

20 2000 -100.0

5,

12 8750

200000

f = 38,t = 1.6835. (p 5- .05) Nbt significant Arthe .05 le/el

_ - -

10,
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Research Hypothesis III:. There will.be no significant difference

e
ru.in the average costs -to train twenty extruder operatoribi,the structured

. method as comp4red-to training twenty by the unstructured-method.,
.

. The $56125 average cost to train a group of twenty extruder

operators by theyEitructured,method was'found-to be not significantly dif-
,-

. . t

fereet (p > .O5) .fromthet$57.25 average that it todikro 'train an.,

identical size'group by thi.unstructuredmetho4 therefore, Hypothesis

ill is accepted. 'A summarY(of.the data is found in Table Figures 3

,

and 4 provide avisual comparison of the relative, costs from-one to
, .

.

twenty trainein.betlieen the structured and unstructured methods. One can
, .

..,

-

co...,easily see that-:.the development costs -for a etructnreirtrnining 'program

.,'

becoie dimeniehed as the numbein of trainees-, increase. Therefore, to
I .

Support the OeVelopbientOf a structured training program for two trainees

4

-
--

__TABLE-3-

Two Tail "t," Test'Neans of Costs for Structured
and Unstructured Training Groups

';,Monetary Costs to Train 20 Extruder Operators
-

_

-
. Group

-,
N EX X2

/4
,

,, , .F . .

e.e/
e ,

Unstructured 20 1144.90 t -57.25 65551.25iv
- .

0'1 Structured '20 1125.03 56.25 63281.25

df = 38 t = .0542 (p > .9).NOtsignificant at the :05 level'

would require criteria: more-powerfuLthan normal training costs. Some

examples Would be very costly production' material whdie waste cannot
.

be tolerated, safety COnsiderations,'or a fixed available'time to

:train.

.4

r



Figure: 3 1

1

Cost Comparisons Between the Unstructured and StrUctured Training of Twenty
- IridivIdually Trained SemiLSkilled Workers

Total
Training
Cost

.1144.90 . 1125.63

75.27

409.76

UNSTRUCTURED STRUCTURED`

Training
Delivery.,
Cost

Training
Development
Cost

Total
Aver
Cost

age

57.25 56.25

LIINSTRUCTURip* STRUCTURED

Average
Delivery
Cost

I-

Average
Dzevelopment
Cost
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r

Research Hypothesis TV: Therewill'be no.significant difference

in the average production.losses per trainee via. the structured method

ascompared to those of the unstructured method.
. U

Training under both the structured and unstructured methods

resulted in reductions from standard minimum productiA ates. The-

'

average 2.91 pounds of production loss.resulting from structured training.

was found to be significantly less (p < .01) than the 9:35 average pounds

of production loss resulting from. the unstructured'training. Therefore,

the'Hypothesis IV was rejected. in that significant differences, did ,occur.

Table 4 summarizesthe data from the statistiCal comparison and Figures

0---
. 5 and 6 visually illustrates the difference.

TABU,. 4

Two, fail 'le-Tests of Significance Between Production4,oss
Means of Structured and Unstructured Training. Groups

Trainee Production Rate Losses in rounds
of Plastic During Training

GroUp .N EX ' ix2

Unstructured" 20 , 187.03 9.35 1528.7

.Structured 20 58.20 2.01 207.5

df .= 38 5 = 3.0093 (p < .01) Significant at the .05 level

Trainee ProductiOn Waste in Pounds of Plastic
During Training

Group, N EX .

Uftstructured
1

Structured

20

20

440.4

, 105.81

22.03

' 5.29

%2264

613.1

df = 38 t -= 3.9481 (p < .001) SignifiCant at the .05 level

45
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Figure 5
. 6 .

. .
% .

Comparison of Lossesdn Production Rates (Pounds of Raw Material) Resulting
From Unstructured,and.Structured Training

UNSTRUCTURED STRUCTURED

Average Losses in Production
Per Trainee During Training
Period

UNSTRUCTURED - STRUCTURED

Per Cent Differences in
Production Losses Utilizing
Unstructured Training as a.
Base

4.4

UNSTRUCTURED STRUCTURED

Per Cent Differences in
Production Losses Utilizing
structured Training as a Base



f.

Eigure.°6

Production.Waste.(Pounds of Raw Material) Comparisons Between
UndtrOctured.and Structured Training

5.29
POUNDS

UNSTRUCTURED STRUCTURED

.Average WasfePer Trainee
During Training Period

4

76% Saving
In Production
Waste

100%

24%

UNSTRUCTURED STRUCTURED

0

Per Cent Differences in Waste
Utilizing Unstructured Training
as a Base

316 %-Increase
In Production
Waste

UNSTRUCTURED STRUCTURED

Per Cenr.bifferences14 Waste
Utilizing.Structured Traiiing
as"a,Base.
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The approkimate 70 pef cent reduction'in production losses due'

to going from unstructured to structured training-ii- dramatic. This

percentage comparison can be useful in projecting the.potential,returns

for very specific training need situations. e`k

Research Hypothesis V: Trainees receiving 'structured training

Will resolve a significantly larger percentage of production problems than
e

,trainees receiving unstructured training.
is

The 80 per centrate of success in xesoling.productiOn problems

by the structured training program trainees was significantly higher

-^-ht

(p < .025) than the pper,cent rate of success by unstructUre'd training
0

prograd- trainees. Hypothesis V wasaccepted. The'suporting statistical

infoi-mation is contained in Table 5 With Figure 7 portraying the visual

comparison.

TABLE

Den -Tail "t" Test of Means BetweeePu-entages
of Solved' Malfunctions Among Strictured.

and'Unstructured Training Groups

AO.

4

The PerCent of Malfunctions Solved of the Total
Malfunctions 'Injected per Trainee

Group N EX Ex2

Unstructured 20 713.26 35.66 27127.27

1661.0 83.05 145937.00Structured. 20

df = 38 t = 2.2207 (p < -025) Si the .05 level

Obviously, expensive produ4t'ion down-time or difficult start-up,

procedures would make the reported differences of even greater concern.

e



Comparison of Percentages
Unstructured

Figure 7

of Solved Pr,
and Structur

duction rroblems Between.
d'Trainees ,

33.12 70

79.59 %

UNSTRUCTURED. STRUCTURED

Percentages of Total Production
Problemb Solved

130.% Increase
In Solved.
Production
Problems

230 %

UNSTRUCTURED STRUCTURED

Per- Cent Differences in
Production ProbleMS dolved _

Utilizing Unstructured Training
as a Base

58% Decrga
In Solved
Production
Problems.

42 %

UNSTRUCTURED
I

. 100 %

STRUCTURED

Per Cent'Differences in
Production Problems Solved
Utilizing Structured Traini
as a Base .
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Research-Hypothesis VI: iberewill.be no Si:' if cant difference

in attitudes fide job training among structur method trainees

as compared to unstructured method trainees.

, .

While the attitudes toward the jdb by the structured raining

trainees weremore positive, they were not significantly (0.,.. = dif-

ferent froi the trainees in.the unstructured training group. Hypo esis

VI, therefore, was accepted. The aummary. of the Comparative data is

contained in Table 6.

TABLE-6

Two-Tail "t" Test of Trainee. Mean Attitudes ,Between
Structured and Unstructured Training GroUps

. .

Trainee Attitudes Toward Joand Training

Group \,.] -N 4 .EX

Unstructured 20 1039 51.95 55089

Structured 20 1167 58.35 68973

df = 38 t = :3541 (p < .8) Not significant at the .05 level

5. 0

N

to



CHAPTER V .

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

.Restatement of he purpose of the study

41'

ose of this study was to.conduct an experimental com- .

1,parison of the structured versus unptructured training of semi-skilled

Production workers. To accomplish this broad undertaking, seven ma/or

sub-problems werepursued in depth. They were:

1. To select a production job representative of those semi-
skilled jobs in the Johns-Manville Products CorPoration.

2. To characterize and develop an unstructured, training program
for the selected production job that is representative of
the Johns -Menvilleunstructured training practice.

3. 'To chliracterize and develop a structured training program
for theselected production job that is representetive of
the Johns-Manville structured training practice's

4. To select .trainees that are .representative of a Johns-
Manville production workerprofile.

, N

5'. To develop methods,for evaluating theNproduction.product,
worker conpetence,.tidie; cost effecttienese,and worker

.

attitudes. . . .

6.._Tp execute the training experimentand collect the data. -

7. To analyze the data by making comparisons to evaluate the
effectiveness of the two training methods.

Results and conclusions

Research outcomes 'resulting from each of these pursuits have been
,

discussed or Presented in depth In this report. The formal conclusions

from this research 'in terms of' six hypotheses or sub-points of number

seIn above are as follows for the pipe extruder operator's job:

51



1. Training time required under the unstructured method is
significantly higher (p < .005) than the structured
method. -

42

2. At'the four hour trainingtime interval, trainees under the
structured training had'achieved a significantly higher
(p < .01) level of job competencethan the unstructured
trainees. ,Though statistically significant; differences were
not. found At the, eight and twelve hour intervalei,-there is,.
substantial differencei.intraining times.'

3. The_re *as no significant difference (p.p.9), in fiii*Costs-
to train twenty operators by the structured method than by
the' unstructured method.

4. Production losses were significantly greater (p <..01)
tinder the unstructured method'of training than under the
structured method.

°Trainees fromrthe.strUctured training program were able to
resolve a significantly higherjp < .025) 'percentage'of
production.preb4ems-tham!--those-ttainees_under_421,=-
tUred method. . ,

.

6. There was no significant difference (p < .8) in attitudes
toward the pipe extrusion job among structured and unstruc-
tured trainees. 1

,

'As with' any research, caution is given to the reader concerning

the tentativeness of the above atatements.' They should understand the.

test of replication in order that 'the statements apProacli.level of.
1

"truth."

Observations

Seveil observations were made ii the conduc.of this Indfistrial

Training pesearch Project that are wort!' noting. They are:
\

1. 'It is believed that controlled industrial training research,

.
I

such as this study,tmay be.imposSiblS to conduct in on-going plant

operations, The variables are so cOmplex that controlling them in a-
..

simulated situationia, in itself, veri, difficult.

52
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e
2. The simulated setting in a.UniverSity,industrial manufacturing

laboratory was believed to be an ideal setting for condudting industrial

training research. The face validity was high, for both the'reseatcher,

visiting ind4trialists from Johns-Manville Corporation; and for the

trainees (as,judged by the researchers). Nothing occurred during the .

0

14 moths of the research to discredit the simulation deCisionsthat

were implemented.. .

3. The job competency attainment under the unstructured training

method was in an almost.perfect,steady linear progre'ssiOn over time.

4. Training to job competency has been and remains a problem

for the unstructured method. The looseness of the unstructured method

often caities with it,a looseness inAmaluating-Attained levels orcoxe-,

vetency. Many believe:that those trained viaunstructuted:methods.never

.

. .
[:%/:. n ,

.

reach competency and we never know it.Reseatch that compares unstruc-

tured andstructured methods must bejudged'On identical competency

a

criteria.

5; Struttured training program trainees responded more slowly
1 vt

and purposefully to-their job tasks than did unstructured trainees and
M , . . . .

invariably relied.on their job aids and manuals.

*4
Recommendations for further research'

.The followipg.recommendati.ons for.further

:

in descending order of importance:, .

research are presented.

1. Re-examination of exidting.project data to'deteimine its
.

usefulness in,raising and/or answering addltionaliesearch questions.
: .

s, 2. Develop and validatea medIdd for opefationalizing the cost-)

1
di...

effectiveness model a& a cost-estimate tool for industrial training,
.

a
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3. Conduct a/longitudinal study on the effitte lof structure&
f" '=

versus unstructured induitrie training methods,. 3
r A.
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.

4.
`4. Utilizing the existing. XTRP re-- searthefforta, begin _.t :
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APPENDIX A.

s,
A,

Working- Paper Number Three:

Cost-Effectiveness Model for Industrial Training'

Hay., 1974

INTRODUCTION

.48.

To accurately estimate the resources that should be allocated to

inchistrial training,the expected gaing (returns) of that training must

be known. Ones source of'controversy over training is the inadequate

knowledge of its': economic returns. At face vaIite, training costs appear
4

to be an economic burden which reduces the company profits. Withsome

e

form of training being mandatory to maintain production, an economic

1

cose-eff-ectiveness model is needed to:determine the relative economic

returns of varying training'sttategies.

The calculating of training costs and returns is, complex. There is

no eingle formula. There are arguments for and against any formula or

model. It appears that the one that works best fOr'a given situation is

the one to use. The model proposed for this research combines the

economic reasoning of three cost effectiveness.models'that have been

utilized in the training profession (Fuist, 1970; Ghazilah, 1972;

Wheeler, 1961).

'Industrial Training Research Project (funded by John8-Manville.Cor-
porntion) Richard A. Swanson, Director and Stephen A. Research
Assistant, Bowling Green'StatUniversitY.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

Analysis Time - total man hours to produce analysis of the job.

Design Time - total man hours to design-the training program.

Material Cost - all material costs incirred from' onset through completion

of one training, program. These costs include supplies to facili-

.

'tate training program development (secretarial, graphics work,

travel, duplicating, display boards, training aids, etc.)

Reproduction Costs - allcosts incurred'in duplicating additional copies

of the completed training progtam.for training purposes.

-Trainee Time - Total man hours and resulting salary costs incurred for --

4 trainee to reach job competency. v.

Instructional Hardware - Shelf items that are purchased to facilitate the

training program (e.g. produCtion machine to be used just for

training; filmstrip projector, tape recorder)
1

Instructional Software shelf items of instructional content that are

purchased to facilitate the trainingproiram e.g., manufacturers

operating manual; filmstrip/transparencies).
0

1.
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COSTS OF TRAINING

Training costs can be split into three'groups, fixed
9
-variable, and

total (Wheeler,- 1965P. 14). The ratio comparisons of these. costs to

-.returns then determine the economic benefits of a trailing program.- This

method provides a detailed analytis of training costs. broader look at

training economics involves a process of calculating an investment cost

or training and comparing it to certain returns from th t investment

(Furst-1970, p: 30).k.,The proposed cost effectiveness Model.for the'
4

Industrial Training Reseaich Project includes the use f' both the above
.0

plans. In addition, information unique to the Johns nville Products

Corporation cost-effectiveness terms and practices i considered.-
'2-4 .

For this study the costs for training can be.c assified as either

fixed or variable. Fixed costs areCosts that do of vary-even though

numbers of traineei; training time, or training p ogram development varies.

Variable costs are costs that change as the ntimb r of trainees, training

"%time, and training prdgram development varies ( Sisson: 1974).

Example: .if regular production equipment (whic t is a fixed cost for pro-

duction). is used for training,, the losses in produCtion are considered a

yariable cost. While individual operations uniquely describe what is to

be considered fixed and variable costs; Or this discussion only cost

categories will be specified.

Structured Training Program Training Costs

The following are the training cost categories for the structured

training program as characterized in this study:(see Working Paper Number

Two):'
1. Training Development,

A. analysis time .

B. design time
C. material .cost

60
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2. Training Materials - expendable

A. cost of reproducing copies of
deVeloped training program..

3. TrainingliSterials- nonexpendable

A. instructional- hardware
B. instructional software

4. Training. Time

A. trainee time
B. trainer time .

a

5, ProdUtti9n Losses Resulting From Training

A. production rate losses
B. Material losses.

Unstructured .Training Program Training Costs

The following are the training cost categories for the unstructured

training program as characterized In this study. (See Working Paper

Number Two)

1. Training Time

A. trainee t.me

Production Losses Resulting From Training

A. production rate losses
B. material losies

TRAINING RETURNS
G.

r -

The training return of the training 'pregram(either structured'or

unstructured) is a competent production worker. To evaluate a competent

'production worker one must etail the competencies and evaluate them. The

combined component eyaluations determine the total evaltlation The

lowing outline is ntilizedto summarize the - procedures for assessing the .

returnsof training.
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\
1. Producti on Task Performance

\

A. trai ee has reached job competency via training
(stru tured or unstructured training program).

i) trainee can successfully perform job start-up
2) trainee can maintain set standard of plastic tubing"
3) trainee can successfully perform in production

malgunCtion performance tests.,
4) trainee can successfully perform job shut-down

B. trainee\is satisfied with his training and his.job.

2. Collect Task Performance Returns

A. measure nts of task performance-

1) time to read: competency; production
curtai ed, start-up)

.2) produc ion rate
3) perfo ce test
4) product quality 1-

5) -raw mat rial useag

B. measurement of trainee attitudes- toward his training.
and his job

. Monetary Value of Returns
ti

A. convert trainee performance data to a monetary values -

IL returns of structured training' program and unstruC--
tured. training program are totaled.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

1. Time - jOb.time (time Clock)
,

2 Production Rate - Number of 3 foot, lengths of. quality pipe per hour of

productionora.specified minimum measuredeoutput
4 within a designated time period.

3. Trouble Shooting - Reaction to injection of machine malfunctions via
performance test (down time, loss of tubing, time of
malfunction injection vs..tite to respond to
function,.time 't.13 correct malfunction).

1

4.' Training Program'Costs List total costs to develop structured
unstructured training materials and program.

.

5. Production Down - Time production s completaly halted or interrupted.

6. Material Efficiency Weight'of ra material supplied to the machine
.versus weight of\scrap and amount of quality product
produced (weight aw material, supOlied, scrap, amt.
hout'bundles of q ality tubing)...

7. Training Time - time consumed to tr in a trainee to reach job competency.



DATA ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

The following comparisons will7be used to evaluate the effectiveness

of the two training methods:

.1.

I. Training time required of the unstructured training program as
compared to training time required of the structured training
program.to prodUce a competent production-Worker.

- . .

A .00mparisori oflevels of production worker competence by4time
intervals between the two industrial training,methods. ,

3. The'total development costs and returns of the structured
training program as compared to the costsand returns of the un-_
structured training program.

4. The production losses of the structured training program versus .

.the unstructured straining program.

5. The reactions of the structures- training program operators to
production problems(malfunction performance test) versus the
unstructured training program operators.

6. The attitudes of the trainees in the structured program towards
their training, trainer and lob versus thOse in the unstructured
program.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS MODEL

The following is. the overview program procedure and model for evalu-

sting the cost-effectiveness of industrial training programs. The

specifics of the costs, returns,.and analysis have been discussed previously.

The graphic representation of the model is presented in Table 1. For both

the structured and the nstructured training programs,-each variable under

training costs and training:returns should be quantified. For those.that

are expressed in- non - monitary indexes (eg. time), their monitary equivalency

should be calculated whenever possible: These figures can then be used for

the analysis andlevaluation stage.

6 3



Training
Costs

Training
Returns

Analysis-

Evaluation

,

Table I fl

54

INDUSTRIAL TRAINING COST-EFFECTIVENESS MODEL
4

Structured
Training

training Development
Training Materials:

Expendable
lifiriexpendable

Training Time
Production lioases

Time to reach'job .competency
Job performance
Work Attitudes

Traiting_Rime
Production Rate
Performance Test
Product Quality
Raw Matereal Efficiency
Worker Attitude
Cost Conversions

Unstructured
Training

Training Development
Training Materials:

Expendable
tnexpendable

Training Time
Production Losses

Time to geachjob competency
J6b. performance
Work attitudes

Training, Time
Production Rate
Performance 'lest
Product Quality'
Raw Material Efficiency
Worker Aptitude
Cost Conversions

Training time
'Scar-Ferforiande

Worker Attitudes
Cost COmparisons

6 4
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CONCLUSION .

The cost-effectiveness comparison betWeen the. structured and unstruc-

°I
Cured training Programs is,d termined by analyzing the training variables,

. .

converting them to monetary eq valents, and then conducting a cost com-

parison..
r

Obyiously, individual ariabled such as "time. taken to reach

competency" will be compargd and ported as additional indexes of

effectiveness.
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UNEX-ED-X-TRUDER SYSTEM

,
The.ED-XITRUDER system is a small extruder

!

and versatile take-off

58

.4, .

equipment. The basic EDI-X-TRUDER, shownbelnw, is a 3/4 inch, 20:to 1
,

Lit ratio extruder, fitted with a breakerfilate and die fOr extruding

1/8 inch rod, a coolingtrough, and a pull-off unit. The extruder and..

pull-!off unit are.run by separate variable speed. motors. The temperaturi
, ..

of the extruder barrel and die is controlled and indicatediby 0=04;
. . , '0. ., .jt:

separate zone controllers. yhe hoppek.area of.the.extruder is water'

'cooled. An ammeter and tachometer are supplied for indicatinf thej...,
..

.
_ ..

-extruder motor currenturrent and screw speed. The,plasticizing capacitris

rated at 8 pounds' of HDFEper hour.
0

. . .;:

The basic unit is supplied with a 1/8 inch diameter die for todi
,.1.

.
.

or strands. Other',dies are available, as options, for rands and piofilei

of variOns sizes and shapes. Consult the list of .optional equimentbelOw.

Other taeoff units are used interchangeably in place of the cooling'
. 1

trough. These include a vacuum sizer for tubing, a, three-roll ,sheet V
. ..-

finishing unit, a blown film unit, a chill-roll casting unit fo* film,-
,

. ,

and an extrusion coating unit. The accessory;equipment is so desigaecC
4 i-

that any'- individual system can be installed and aligned in a matter op
i.

.

minutes.' /
4 )

.4

1

0 i f o

All accesiory.atema0:Edril/en, frdm the pull-roll driie by:a"4ani of .
-

),.
t

a one-chain connection. -- r ,,: Is,

The winder rolls.onlihe film and coating lines are-assettially the

.

stkme'as those,used on the sheet line (seedescription of this on thee

opposite page).
0

68
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RAINEX SPECIFICATION AND INFORMATION SHEET

gptci cations on the Extruder:*
Mod 3/4 x 20:1 ED-X-TRUDER

0 1

arrel Site up), Inches 31/4

Length to Diameter (LID). Ratio '20 to '1

-Barrel Mhterial 4140 Steel Alloy*
Scra4 Type Constant Pitch Metering

Compression Ratio 2 to 1

Screw Material Nitrided 4140 Steel Alloy*,
Mart Capacity, Pounds of High Density

Polyethylene per hour 8

.1+1w:bar of Heating Zones 3

A Heater Type . Mica Band

Heating Capacity, Watts ... 1600
,

'Heat-up Time, HoUrs 1/2

-Motor Horsepower --.73/4 -------

Motor Speed Contr91 Type : SCR

Screw Speed, Maximum RPM ... I 120

Type of Speed.Reaucer . e . . . Worm Gear

Gear Ratio'
(

15 to 1
Transmission Horsepower with a 1.25

Service Factor at100 RPM . 3/4
Thrust Bearing 1 , Ball Type
Bearing Life, B-10 at 1500 PSI, hrs* 50,000

Electrical Circuit Required
i

i

.. 115-volt, 30-Amp

FlOor Space Occupied bY,Basic ,

ED-X-TRUDER 86" x 14"

I

*Other materials available as'optiona.

0 69
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APPENDIX C

Working-Paper Number Two:.

Plastic. Extruder Operator Job Analysisi

February. 1974

JOB' DESCR

Theoperator is a semi-skilled w

60-

rker_who---trari§formsraw plastic into

plastic. tub g_throughflie use o\f an extrusion machine. 'The operator's

work is per ormed in a manufacturin enviro4entwith other.extrusion

machines o erating next to him. e operator possesses a fundamental

knowledge fof the extruder and the plastic,extTUsion process. He is capable

of inanipu fsting hand tools meces ary for performing this job.

The operator can start up e'fully assembled machine- short of set -up

of the ipe extrusion equipment. The operator must be able to*perpetuate

f

the pro uction proceas and res art the production of pipe if the machine
. ./

Or its omponents curtail the j ipe production. The operator is fully. /

responsible for the quality of pipe manufactured, gathering and bundling /

of qual ty pipe and plastic ante, 'and tagging and recording of prod4oh

ouLput.
/

JOB TASKS

_The_ . llowing...list..ca stituteL the._seven_zttaisir- tasks invol ed in the

plastid ext uder operator ob:

1

A.' rewing the job
B. Startingrup the extrusion machi e
C. 'Threading the vacuum-cooling tank
D. Adjusting speed of productio
E. Developing the tubing
F. Maintaining production and jjuality control
G. Shutting-down the job .

ro ec funded-byJohns-Manylile.corperation)
ctor and tephen A. Sawziri, Research
ersity

Industrial Tra
Richard A. Swans
Bowling Green St
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TASK DETAILING SKEET

Preparing the Job

1. Examine the extruder-fOi proper serviceable weration.

A. Assure proper connection of accessories
1. Extruder Dies
2. Sizing Die
3. Vacuum and Cooling Tank
4. Tank Exit Gasket
5. Cooling Water,
6. Electrical Power
7. Vacuum Pump
8. Raw Material Supply

B. Cleanliness; Water and Pellets
C Necessary Hand Tools

1. Pliers 1

1 Knife
D. Place pliers and tin snips on extruder bed'
E. Quality control.tools

1. Pipe Tept Device,
2. Cut-off-Saw \

2. Review "Work Order Specifications"

A. Raw Material
B. Product .

C. Dimensional Specificationl,
A. .Visual Quality Specifications
E. Recommended 4truder Settings

7 1:.;
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TASK DETAILING SHEET

STARTINGUP TNE.EXTRUSION MACHINE

1. Turn on cooling water-Open approximate19.one turn.

2. Main Power

A. Mgkesure all switches are off
the zero position

B. Main Power ON
C. Push in re-set, green, button.

3. Turn on temperature zones -note job sheet
temperature.
. A. Zdne 1 (Barrel)

B. Zone 2 (Universal-Adapter)-
. C. Die. Zone -(Extruder Die)

Warm -up time for zones: 15 minutes.

and dials set to

foT recommended

5. Check and/or,f1.11 the vacuum-cooling tank with water to the minimum
water level mark

6. Check for zone temperatures on temperature.,

A. Zones Oh Temperature,- Yes-No
B. -If No-Adjust

I. Place extruder screw awitch to the start position

8. Place take -up roller speed switch to the start position

I. Dialtakerup roller (take-up) speed

10. Turn do the vacuum pump

72: I
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TASK-DETAILING SHEET

THREADING THE VACUUM COOLING TANK
P

1.' Adjust the amount of lubricant water in sizing die. The valve
should be opened one full turn to'allow cooling eater into the
sizing die.

2. Extrude: plastic slowly (slYproximately 40 RPM run speed).

A. This is done by turning the run,speed RPM Dial
t the necessary speed to.extrude plastic.

B. the, plastic is being extruced twist the ex-
rvdent to a 'diameter necessary to 'enter the sizing

--die and the.vacuum-cooling tank (the twisting is,
done by using pliers to grasp the extrucent and twist
it).

3. Stop "run speed" (turn the RPM Dial to zero)

4. Once twisted, cool the plastic twist portion by splaShing water:
.-on it. .1

5.. Cut-off plastic roughage.that was held by,theAlere.with the
tin-snips. . --

1

6. Grasp the twisted plastic with pliers-and push it through the
Sizing die;

7. Grasp the plastic by hand Inside the. tank.'

. .R. Dial "run speed" to "50"

9. .Hand' pull the plastic through 'the tank and try to keep a uniform
diameter pipe while,INOTE: The plastic-tube may collapse at this
time; this is expected:

.

10. Peed"the plastic through the exit gasket and into the take-up rollers.

It:- Slide the tank forward keeping it tight against the side and 'front
-guides. :
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TASK DETAILING SHEET

ADJUSTING SPEED OP PRODUCTION.

1%; Check the specifications for the production rate as given on
the work order specifications.

2. 'ilsint the work specifications, set the RPM dials for the extrudent
run speed and the take-up roller speed.
NOTE:.. The dials should be adjusted at the same speed to keep an

even flow of plastic through the tank.

3. Constantly cut-off extruded9plastic, with tin snips, exiting
the rollers.

4. Check and correct for build-upi of plastic at the sizing die. This
can be done by either increasing the RPM of the rollers or de-,
creasing the RPM of the extrudent plastic output.

.

O



TASK DETAILING SHEET

DEVELOPING THE TUBING

1. Place the lid' on the vacuum-cooling tank.

A. Use four wing nuts to fasten the lid-one on
each corner stud

-.B. Fasten nuts snug-tight

2. OPeti "water-in" valve to fill tank with cooling water.

3. Turn "water-in" valve off when water reaches the maximum water
level mark.

-------

. Turn off 'sizing die water valve, hand tight..

5. Turn cooling tankVacuum-adjustment clockwise to obtain maximum.
vacuum.

65

6. As pipe blows up, the exit gasket-to-pipe seal is developed, and the
tank vacuum rapidly increases. r

. Turn vacuum,adjustment.colinterclockwise to adjust the vacuum
according to the production job sheet.

-

7 5
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TASK DETAILING SHEET

MAINTAINING PRODUCTION AND QUALITY CONTROL

1. Check and fill the feed hopper with plasq.c raw material.

66

2. Tubing at.this' time is now properly extruding as per the production
job: sheet.

3.- Preliminary check of the operation

A. RPM'Adjustments --

B. Stretching of the Plastic
C. Visual Appearance'
D. Slippage of the take-up rollers
E. 'Collapsing of the Tubing
F. Consistent. Pressure of Vacuum.
G. .Temperature IHdiCatorsInrConstant. Heating

Temperatures
NOTE Observe extruder screw RPM and motor amperage for a constant;

even extrudent output and to check tken.load on the screw drive.
-motor.

Increase of amperage indicates an.increase'of load c.4.:
the motor: Possible cause othe plastiC not melting
in zones one and-two, remedy by increasing'the.temperatures
in zones one and two;

NOTE: Constant checking.is-required,to prevent abuild-up of plastic-
at the-entrance to the sizing die.,

4. Sampling ofthe Tubing,

A. Cut off approximately 8 inches of tubing from-the'extender-
Wlith the- tin. snips.

B. Observe visual qualities of the sample
1. Smoothness

Ripples
3. .Streaks
4. Bubbles A---

5. Melt
6. Blow-outs A

C. If-not meetingyisual qualities adjust 1e extruder controls
as per cateriachart.

D. Square -off :ends of tube sample

1. Clamp tube in cut-off saw Vise._
2. Turn on power-push blitiOn

.

3. Slowly-feed saw into the tubing and cUt-off end
.4. Remove the tube from the vise

I

5. Repeat the cut -off operation on the other end of the
tube

6. . Turn of power7push power off button
7. ,Trim off edges of both ends with knife

7 6
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. OUtside Diameter Check
.1. Insert tube in ouiside diameter test .device
2. Rotate the tube .

3. Read the dial indicator at several intervals with
hand removed.

4. Indicate the maximum positive and negative indices.
5. Acceptor reject tubing according; to the

specifications, on the job sheet, within the
tolerances.

F. Wall Thickness and Concentricity Test
1. Insert...tube in test device
2. Apply downward pressure on tube with thumb
3. Rotate tube
4. Read the dial indicator indices while rotating

the tube
5. Indicate the maximum positive and negative indices
6. Accept or reject tubing according to thespecifi-

catiOns, on the'job sheet, within the tolerances
G. Plan for and Adjust Extruder Controls

1. By using the trouble shooting chart.correct
extruder controls that will result in Oality
tubing based on sample test results.

5. Repeat sampling procedure until pipe meets job -standards.

6:- Material take -off of standard tubing__

snips ire 3 foot, 6 inch lengths
B. Out off 3 inches from each end
C. ,Trim ends free of plastic burrs
D. Bundle, takand:tag all! tubing (good and bad).fo'r each

hour of production.)

. 77
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TASK DETAILING SHEET

SHUTTING DOWN THE JOB

i. Stop extrusion Of plastic by turning the extrudent-serew RPM dial to
-zero.

2. Placing screwdrive motor switch to the 'off position.

'3. Allow rollers to pull the remaining pipe through the cooling tank.

V

4. Stop the take-up rollers by turningthe take-up speed dial to zero;
and placing the roller on-offswitch to the off position

5. Tarn off the vacuum pump by placing the pump switeh in the. off
position.

1

60.° Allow the water in the vacuum-cooling tank to-drain out..
.1

7. Turn the heating zone dials to the zero position

8. Place heatin paue-power switches to the off position

. Allow cooling water to.remain circulating.through the extruder for
10 minutes.

10. Place the main electrical power s h .to the of position.

11. Clean-up
A. cut-off excess
B. water and pellets
C. other

O

0,
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APPENDIX D

Layont.of ITRP'Work Area and BGSU
Manufacturing Laboratory
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I ITRP II
FOUNDRY I ,EXTRUDER OPERATOR I

WORK AREA
.1
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4a 4.0 MI. PROCESSING! PROCESSING

aUNCH PRESSES

=no .male gar AM.OM ~I .1-,

gam

MANUFACTURING
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SPRAY
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TOOL ROOM

ITRP
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. Working Paper Number. One

Characteristics of Structured and Unstructured "Training Programs

-October.' 1973 i*

I. Unstructured Industrial ,Trashing (buddy-system) 4

/ -

iA.4 Trainer Characteristics

1.:.-Interest in training - No--interest with possible negative
teel,ings; to some interest. lately will there be persona
highly interested in being a trainer.

. Knowledge of lob. 'Minimal competencies with possible' ,

incorrect knowledge of practice; to mastery of the ;Job:

`instruct .on skills. In terms of
'.4 sensitivity ,to the human interaction, aspect of instruction,:

there may be no .to some sensitivity.
: 0 . ..
B. .'Instructional liaterialq Available

.

1. .Iiibtructioital
1..

2. Instructional support materials - None available

3: Proper ,idb tools and equipment - Available, but, may not.
all be pied %*

C Instructional Environment

b

1. Worker-errainer must maintain production while instructing
and thus the actual production actiyiiy is the tocalpoint

.
of the training effort. ..,"

.

2. Wotker-Trainer
V

is conscious of incentive pay while 0.nstructing.
_...

3. Worker-Trainee is distractdr
"
in tdtms -of .

-

a. takes. worker-trainer time . ,,
b potential personality clash --. , 'te .. *

4.. Trainee does not feel,that he is being closely obierved.
t.

t

Industrial Training Research Project. (funded by ..Tohns vitle..Corpp kticai)
Richard A. Swanson, Director 'and Stephen.A. Sawzin, Researcli4.s. sistant'i .

Bowling Green State University -

o
7.
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Structurla Industrial Training (systematic)

A. Trainer Characteristics

73

A.

, 1

intereat ,in trdiaii:Ti4.7;o*pitive to 1:1*W-interest
in being a trainer. #

Kliowledge of job - Has all the: necessary knowledge and
practice' to perform the jo6..:..0 3 . 6

3, Inhtructioltikill -! Basic instructor skills with some. to
tact human inteyasti.on sensitivity. .

B; Instructional BaterialsAvailable .. ..

. ..-
. -,

. 1. 'Inkructioval plan--.Therough,analysis of the job 'used dB'
a basis for the structured training program. ,.;; ,, .

i. Instructional support mate.riali !- Complete self-ilstructiOnal
,. and/or instructor based structured training program alit, ' .1

'has been systematically developed and validated.
. .

systematically

C. instructional Environment .'. .

1. The trainee is the focal point,of'the training effort.,
',

. 2. The trainee feels that hey is. Being clOseliobserved.
- , .

,

*
, ., I

..,
. ,

.

. 1

.41

ti

4.

1.
ti

( ,

1.
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The foreman will act
foreman's duties and
enters hia new. job e
involve himself exte
worker. These tasks
malty the foreman wo
tha,job site coverin
then turn him over t

. totally. unprepared.

'if a situation deman
either supervising h

APPENDIX -17-

Foreman. Job Characterization

s th4 direct' production and worker superyisor. The
espon4ibilities are such that as the 'new' worker
ironment the foreman has little time or desire to

sively n, the orientation or training of the new
are perf maned by existing employees on the job: Nor-
ld give he new worker a 'short oral orientation at
a very g neral deicription of the process and would
the budd for- training. The existing employ e is
The forema will interact with the new works only-

s it. The \foreman is constantly mobile. Ne
functionss job area r performing the administrative functions

of lower manigemeat.. ,Interactio between the trainee and the foreman may
be further characterized by .analy ing the interaction .according to stages
of training, traini § progress, a d production 'out mes. Foreman responses
to these varying si uations are chgracterAzed be a.

tares of .Unstructured' Job Trainin-
,_ .

1, .

Trained Introdtcti n:, ..-i, . ,:-%

. . .. ; . -,

1. Foretdan tiikeb 'very little iimdlt shoW thenew worker around. his:
,' job and 5o his fellow siorkds '

,,,

- u

2% 'The foreman lacks time to -o idatate the new worker because of the #
pressurek of other :duties: : . -

3. Trained 4Icpect40.ona iiw the lway of, performance, work breaks, and
work:at4tudes are not gil;e4 to the worker by the_foremin,bUt by
a felloO worker . (buddy).. \:. .

!

.

4,
Z.

Initial TrAning ;Period: .'t .

02, , " .

..
.X., Foreman ;d

;

oes not initial jab itraining, leavfni that dut 'y to a

.
. fellow wiorker CbuddY): ; 1 .. . , e,, .

2. - Rarely ff any int eraction. witlt the, trainee to check :on training

protresS by .dhe foreman. -
i .. 0

3.' Foreman, s, not !discuss; training or the trainee with the fellow
worker 140,04) unless eth0 trainee is detrimental to the job
eniiiroinent.. ' ', - .

',- i . t

ian;Informal-, run..In with the for by 'the `.trained may result in
introductions that may lead. t basic information about the .iqb

. VArelii to 'the erairiee 'by the foreman. . ..

i

Advanced TraiaingPeriod:,../
.

.

O ,
- r-

1. PorOren sspects improvsment il,traiee performance, 'increased
production and job ekdowledga. -

2:. At this period 'of the training the foredin interacts ''casually
' with' the iraines. X

3: The, interaction is ,infOrmal end does not relate t4 the job or
trAningi.

4. *S.-trainer may, take advantage Of,itainee's progress and ls,Ve
the'trainaelarAstendedlreakt«

t-



Progress During Unstructuredqraining

The foreman has no schedule for training progress.
The foreman'ttas a value expectation.' of where the training shoUld
stand at .a Point in time.

Training on Schedule :'

75'

1.. Foreman indiscretely shows acRnowledgement'f training progress.
2. Ackhowledgement given more to buddy than the trainee. '

3.1 Foreman feels everything is running smoothly therefore performs
his_ duties not worrying or thinking about the training.

Training Ahead of Schedule:

1. Foreman shows appre4ttion for trainee ierfrmance by tolling
the buddy not the'trainee.

2. Appreciation by'foreman it minimal to non-existant.
1

Training Behind Schedule:

1 Foreman concerned only if production is lost
trainees fault.

2. Points out loss in production.
3. Foreman discusses training with the bliddy in

meeting:
4._ Foreman,discussevthe buddy's lost money due

training of the trainee.' .

and it Is the

a formal,office

to ;Inadequate

Production Outcomes from UNSTRUCTURED Training

DEFINITIONi.'Production Crisis'

0 -

1. Production cohsistantly curtailed because of worker inability to
start up pipe production orkeepoproduction rate up

2. Failure of extruder to operate correctiY.or'its related components.
3. 'Worker/trainee can determine the degree of crisis by his actions

being either frantic orrational.
4. Failure between4he,trainee and traivar.(buddy) to interact

together and colmaun cote thus resulting in loss of production .or
-datiage to, equipmont

t

4

.1
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Production Crisis Situation (not Buddy or-Trainee fault):

1. Foreman is concerned.
2. Foreman builds anxiety thinkini it is the workers fault, anxiety

does not diminish once.truth_is known.
3. Crisis is a nuisance or annoyance to the foreman if it must be>

'tanned by him instead of being handled by the trainee or the
buddy.
Though the crisis is not the workers fault the foreman will
reprimand the buddy for allowing the crisis to occur:

Production :Crisis Situation (Buddy.ortraitee fault):

1. Foreman anxiety builds profusely.
. Foreman shows worker what is wrong but reprimands t he Workers'for

their'lackof performance in handling the crisis in which they
,should have been able to solve because of the training.

Normal Production (noproblem):

1. FOremancasually interacts with the trainee.
2. Foreman leaves the tr'ainee.alone since the Production is adequate.

'r 3. Foreman conspicuously absent from the work area.

.-Normal Production (problems):. ,

...
, ._ -

1. Foreman usuali y does interact -Buddy atd trainee to solve
:I 'problems.'

2. If foreman interacts he does'so.onlylin an Anquisitiiie:way.
3. Forein mad! -offer s ggestions in,a ratiolal;;analytica1, profes-

.

sionalYmauter.
,v-

vxl..
ii

4. 'Foreman shdwatoanxiety..

DEFINITION:-.Casual Interaction

1. pdes not deal With the job,. . (. :0

2. Talk deals with sport's, hobbies, news items, town talk,.personal.
liriee ,, ,

-
.-','

3.- Deals I_.:1 he joh,.pay; performance, productio.,,Ihis inter,-
.action '-. usuuliy a'minpr amount of interactionfin a crisis
situationdfac thetyainee o'rmstker-trainer.

.. ...' I .V.'. e. .
$:'' ..

.' "
, "

V'



APPENDIX G

Structured Training: General and
Specific Training Decisions

1

II. General Decisions

A. Introduction/OvervieW /!
B SpeCgic Job Instruc tion /' alking anddo ng phases"
C. Production ProblemyTraining/"Talking and doing phases"

'

SpEcific Decisions./

r

Parts and Content Strategies Time

r

77

Estimated
Instructional

A. IntrOduct n/Overview
1. your raining program
2. extrusion principle
3: Oh overview
4what to expect next

1. audio. cassette tape 10 mint
2. trainee manual with

abreviated script and
black and white prints

B/Specific 'Job Instruction 1.

///
1. preparing the job '2.

2, starting-up the extrusion
machine 3.

3. threadingthe vacutu
coolant tank. 4.

4. a usttng the production 4

speed. -

5. developing the tubing
6. maintaining production

and quality Control.
7. shutting-down the"job.

C. Production Problem Training
1. Extrudei Variables

a. trake-off speed
b. run speed
c. vacuum
d. heat zone 1
e. heat zone 2
f. heat die zone

2. Production Problems
a. bleig7out
b. bubbles .

c. bumps-ripples
d. melt
e. stteaks-ridges
f. outside diameter

oversize

4

instructor based 120 min.

instructor and trainee
manuals
minimum down time On
extruder
talk thru'entire jots while
production is maintained
by production worker.
Solicit verbal responses
from trainee and written.
resOonsewiti.manual.

5. execute entire job using
trainee manual; and .Wrbally
explaining job trainer
and/or ask questions.

1.-instructor based 20 min.
2. instructor and trainee

manualrL
. 3. minimum down time on

extruder
4. talk thr4 variables while

production is maintainedloo*
, production worker. Solicit 30 ;Tin.

verbal responses from trainee paction"
and written responses in manual(

5. execute entire problem solving
procedures Using trainee manual
and verbal explaining procedures
to the trainer and/or ask
questions.

ts

"talk" °`

87
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g. outside diameter
under size .

h. inside diameter
over size

i.,insidedismeter
under size

j. eccentricity of
'Outside diameter
to inside diameter

k.zero (0) vacuum'

4+.

5

88
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0
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PLASTIC EXTRUDER OPERATOR

Trainer Manual

Unit .Page

0

0

0

0

0-1
0.-i

. 0-2.

0-10

-4
1- 1-1
1 .1-2

1 1-3
1 1-4'

2 2-1

2 2-2

2 2-3
-2 2-4
2 2-5
2 2-6
2 2-7
2 . 2-8
2 - 2-9
.2" 2-10
2 2-11
2 2-12
2 2-13

6
2 2-14

2 2-15
2 2-16

.2. 2-17
° ' 2

.

2-19
2 2-20

3-1

°

Job Analysis
80

Job Description-Plastic Extruder Operator
Job Tasks 1

Task Detailing
Safety.

Introduction-Overview

Lesson Plan
Overview Fill-in Sheet
Extruder Parts -

xtruder Parts Fill-in Sheet

.v Specific Job Training- Talking Phase

Preparation lesson plan
Stage 1 - Preparation check sheep
Extruder parts-training.aid
.Start-up lesson plan
Stage 2 - Start-up check sheet
Threading lesson plan
Stage 3 - Threading Check sheet
Threading training andsketch
Threading training aid
Stage 4.- Adjusting speed lesson plan
Stage 4 - Adjusting speed check sheet

, 'Work order specifications.
Adjusting and developing training aid

. Stage 5 - Developing lesson plan
Stage-5.- DeVeloping check 'sheet

4 4-1
4 4-2.

"4
4 Ar5
4 4-6-
.4 r4-7

4 4 -10

5

5

Stage 6 - Production and quality control
. A lesson plan

Stage 5 - Check sheet
..-

Stage 7.- Shutting down lesson plan
Stage 7 2- Check she4t

Specific Job instruction: Doing

Lesson plan

Production problem trainingLgagma
r.

Extrusion Principles Lesson Plan
Discussion
Extrusion principlis'fill-in sheet
ProduCtion problemsqessOn plan
Production problems training aid
Production problems chart
Pipe problem quiz

Production Problem Training Doing

. 5-1 Lesson

*5-2 Production problem test,

s. 90
.011.
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jO0DESCRiPTION

The operator is a semi - skilled worker who transforms raw plastic into

plastic tubing through the use of an extrusion machine'-The operator's

work is performed in a manufacturing environment with other extrusion ma-
, A

chinas operating next to him. The operator possesses a.fundamentil know-

ledge of the extruder and the plastic extrusion process. He is capable

of manipulating hand tools necessary for performing this job.

The operator can start up the fully assembled machine short of set- 4.

up of the'pipe extrusion equipment. The operator must be:able to perpetuate

A
the production process and restart the production of pipe if the machine or

its components curtail the pipe production. The operator is fully responsible

for, the quaj.ity of pipe manufactured, gathering and bundling of quality

pipe and plastic waste, and tagging and recording of production outputs

JOB TASKS

The following list Constitutes the seven major tasks inVoliied in the-

plastic extruder operator job:

A. Preparing the job
B. Starting-up. theeextrugionMaChine
C. Threading the,vacuum..tooling tank
D.-:A. of production
B. Developing the tubing . .f..
F. Maintaining production and quality con4rol
C. .5hutting-down.the job

4

Industrial Training Research Project (funded by JohnsAnville Corpore6ion)
Richard j1. Swanton, Director and Stephen A. Sal-min, Research Assistant

.

Bowling Green State University .,

. .

1

91



TASK DETAILING SHEET

PREPARING THE JOB

1. Examine the extruderfor proper serviceable operation.

i

1

A. Assure proper connection of accessories
1. Extruder .Dies
2. Sizing Die
3. Vacuum and Cooling Tank

. 4. Tank Exit Gasket
5. Cooling Water
6. EleAtrical Power
7. Vacuum Pump
8. Raw Material Supply

B. Cleanliness; Water and Pellet
C.. Necessary Hand Tools

1. Pliers
2. Tin Snips.
3. Knife.-

D. Place Pliers and tin snips on extruder bed
E. quality control tools

1. Pipe Test Device
2. Cut-off Saw

Review "Work Order Specifications"

A. Raw Material
B. Product
C. Dimensional Specifications
D. 1Visualquality Specifications
E, :ReCcimmended, Extruder Settings

-4

92.
a?
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TASK DETAILING SHEET

STARTING-UP THE EXTRUSION MACHINE

1. Turn on cooling water -open approximately one turn.
. .

2: Main Power

41A. Makesure all swit es are off ancrdials set to the zero
position

- B. Min Power ON .

C. Push in re-set,' green, 'button ; ;

. ,
.

3. Turn on temperature zones-note job sheet.for recommended temperature.
. . 4

. .

1. Zone I (Barrel)
B. Zone 2 (Uniiiersel Adapter)
C. Die ZoneqExtruder Die)

o et '

4. ,Warm -up time for zones: 15 minutes

5. Check and/or fillthe vacuum-cooling tank with 'water to the minimum
water level mark.

6. Cheek for zone trmperatured on temperature.

A. 'Zones-On Temperatgre, Yes -No
B. If No- Adjust

0
7. Place'extruterscrew switch to the start position

u.

8.: Place take-up roller speed switch to, the start position

9. Dial take-dp roller (take-up) speed

10. Turn on the vacuum pump

4,h wir j
R L9

It.

9 3
.

0 4

Cy

0

0-3
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TASK DETAILING SHEET-o 84'if.. 0

THREADING THE VACUUM-COOLING .1%11K.....
.

.
-. ., ril . .

1. AdjUst.the amount of
.

lubricant water in sizing,0$1, 'The valve should
be opened one full turn to a44:4 cooling wa*Opaithe'sizing die.

2. Extrude plastic.slowly (approximately 40 RPM VOn speed).

.
. . .

A. This is done by tuning the run speed ,APM Dail to the
.

necessary speed to extrude plastiu. ..: - ,.

B. As the' plastic is being 'extruded twist4he extrudent to
,ra diameter necessary to enter the sAfiltdie and the
vacuum-cooling tank ( the twisting isAshe by using pliers
to grasp the.extrudeht.and twist it.A

3. Stop "run speed" (turn the RPM 'Dial to zero)

\

4: Once twisted,. cool the plastic twist portion by sp ahing;watet on it.
. .

5. Cut-off plastic roughage, that was held by the ,p1 with the tin snips:
4 0

. ,

6; Grasp the twisted p/a4atic with pliers and push 'i- dough the sizing die.
1 EJ

''''7'

, .

7. Grasp the plstic by hand inside the tank.
,

8. Dis..run speed" to "50"
:. . .

. .

9. Hand- pull the plastic =through the tank 3xid trx to keep4!)unifor*diameter..
'pipe while, -NOTE: The-plastic tube may collapse' at this, time, this ls

. e.
expected.-7, : .

4
.

1:,

...._

.

10. Feed-the.171aUtWEhrou.V.4e-exitApmsker and4ntlieha take-up rollers.

11. Slide, the tank forwapeeping ittight.agninii the side and front
..

* .,
griades.49,

,
. V : I i .... '

'4! (1."

' d
,

1

al
%.

>

" 1 04 !-
. .. '- a--4..

.. - lr f ci
I

i ,..

t

0

. 4



TASK DETAILING SHEET

ADJUSTING SPEED OF PRODUCiION
\ .

Check the specifications for, the production. rate as given on
order specifications.

o 2. Using the work specificationi, set the RPM diqls
run speed and the take-up roller speed. ... .

NdTE: The dials should he adjusted ati the same speed
e1en flow of 'plastic -through the tank.

85

the work

for the extrudent.

. Constantly Cut-off extruded plastic, with-tin,tnipd,
rollers*. .

... ..._.

. (... .

to keep an

exiting the

Check and correct for.build-ups of plastic at the sizing die. TUis--=
can be done by either,inmlasing the RPM pf.theirollers'or:decreasing
the RPM of the:extrudenfplestic outpnt.



7,

TASK DETAILING SHEET

DEVELOPING THE TUBING

1. Place the lid on 'the

1,

86.

4Y A. -Use four wing nuts to fasten the lid-one oji each corner stud.
B. Fasten nuts snug-tight

Open watevLin" valve to fi11 tank with owling.water

Turn "water-in" valve off when mativreaches the maximum water level
mark.

.4. .turn off sizing die water valve off, hand tight.-

5: Tu(n goolingjankVacuumadjustent dlodiwise to obtain maximum vacuum.'
,... . 9.

.6. As.i. pipe blows.up, the exii.gasLet-to-pipe *seal is deviloped, and the

tart vacuum rapidly increases. .

*7 Turn vacuum adjustmeitt counteihicakwise 0.4djuftt vacuum according

1.1

ra

to the production JO sheet. t,..
.

.. ..
F-9

:..; a
.-: .

. 0

I

0 1;

e

0+

I
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TASK DETAILING SHEET

MAINTAINING PRODUCTION AND QUALITY CONTROL

. Check and fill the feed hopper with plastic raw material.

87

. Tubing.- ut this'time'is now_properly extruding as per the production'
job sheet.

3. Preliminary check of the operation

A. RPM Adjustments
B. Stretching of thePlastic'
C. Visual Appear.ence-

' D. Slippage of the take-up rollers
E. Collasp'sing of the Tubing a

F. Consistent Pressureof Yacuum
G. Temperature Indicators for Constant Heatink Temperatures

NOTE: Observe extruder screw RFM'and-motorAmperage for a constant,
P

*AMU extrudent output and,to check the load on the screw, drive
motor.
Increase of amperage indicates an increase off lead on the motor.
Possible cause of the plastic not melting in zones one and two-,
remedy by increasing the temperatures in zones one and two.

NOTE: Constant checking is required to preitent a build-up of plastic at
the entrance. to the sizing die.

. Sampling of the Tubing

A. Cut-off appromixately 8 inches of tubing from the extruder
with the tin snips. -

B. Obsetve visual qualities of the-sample
7 1: Smoothness
2. Ripples
3. Streaks
4. Bubbles
5. Melt
i. -Blow-outs-

,C. If not meeting visual qualities adjust the extruder controls
1 .as per criteria chart.

D. Square-off ends of tube sample.
1. Clamp -tube in cut-of saw vise

a

-2.. Turn on power-push button .

3. Slowly feed saw-into the tubing and cut-off end
4; Removt the tube from.the'vise
5. Repeat, the .cut-off operation on the other end of the tube

6. Turn off power-push power off bUtton .

7. -Trilk.off-edges of both ends with knife
Outside_- Diameter Check ..ta?

,1. 'Insert tube' inOutside diameter test device

24 Rotate the tube
3. Read the dial indicator at several il#erVals with hand'

removed.

4. Indicate the maximum positive and negative indices

0-7

.".



88
5. Accept or reject tti-bing-according to the specificationi, on

the job sheet, withinthe tolerances.

P. WalThiekness and Concentricity Test.
1. Insert tdbejn.test device
2. Apply downward pressure on tube with thuMb
3. 4totate-tube-----
4. Read the dial indicator indices while rotating the tube
5. Indicate the maximum positive and- negative. indices
6. Acceptor reject tubing according to the specifications, on the

job sheet,.within the tolerances .

. Plan for and-Adjust Extruder Controls
1. By using the.trouble.ahooting Chart correct extruder controls

that will.result in quality tubing based on sample test results.

':

5. Repeat'epeat sampling procedure until pipe meets job standards.

6.4 Material take-off of standard tubing

s---,

A. Cut pipe with 'snips in 3 foot,"6
B. Cut off 3 inches from each end
C. Trim ends free of plastic burrs
D. Bundle, tape, and. tag all tubihg

produaidAn-i

a

98

inch"lenvhs

(good' and bad) for each hour or

Is

. 0-8



TASK DETAILING SHEET

.SHUTTING -DOWN THE JOB

89

1. ,Stop extrusion of 'Nestle by turning the extrudent screw RPM 1441 to

zero.

2. Placing screw drive motor switch to the off politioir.

Allow rollers topull the remaining pipe through the cooling tank.

.

4. Stop the take-up rollers by turning thsi take-up speed dial to zero,
oand placing the roller on -off switdh to the off position.

5. Turn off the vacuum pump by placing the pump switch in the off position.

ir

6. Allow_the water in the vacuum-Apoling tank to drain out.

7. Turn the heating 'zone dials to the zero position.

8. Place heating zone power switches to the off position.

9. Allow cooling water to remairCcirdulating-through the extruder for10
minutes.

10.. Place the main electrieal power switch to the off position.

11. Clean-up
A. cut-off excess
B. water and pellets
C. other

99

.0-9
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SAFETY 90

EQUIPMENT

- The extrusion machine. and related equipment are safe equipment to operate.

Minimum care is required to insure safe operating of the-equipment by the.

operator.

EXPOSED. DANGERS

The Extruder Heating Bands-in some -areas of thz. dxtruder are exposed. !In

other areas, around the barrel, the heating bands are guarded. These:heating

bands.reach temperatures of up to 4000F. It is imperative' that the heating

bands and guards are -not touched.

The Extruded Plastic' is heated to a emperature of up to 400°F. The plastic

atAis time is hot and sticky. It is important that in -the threading

operationthe operator uses the proper tools in.handling,the plastic. The

operator must also have wec hands to keep the-plistic'from sticking-to and'

causing a' burn.
A

e

The Cut off Saw'fias no. guards to cover the exposed blade.. It is important

therefore, fdr the operator to operate the saw using the appropriate handles.

The operator must 'not allow the blade oMe in contactiwitil the operator's
t

hands.

LOCATION OF SAFETY EQUIPMENT

A Eire Extinguisher is located on the wall directly behind the work bench. The

operator must keep this area clean and clutter free forifasvemergency access.
Y.

To operate this fire extinguisher:

1. Aim the nozzle at the, base of the fire.

2. Pull' off the safety pin and safety wire.

3. Squeeze the handle/trigger tO release extinguisher.

The perators must be aware of ewer Shut-Offs in the case' of emergency.

0-10
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The shut-off for the Extrusion Machine is a red handle switch on the power

box: By pushing this red handle down, it Cuts-off all electrical Omer

to the extrusion machine. The control box is located at the bottom left front

of the extruder.

The Cut -Off Saw main power shut =off switch is the red bNatton on the red power

box. the power box is loCated at.the top of the "saw.

The Vacuum Pump shut-off is located at the pump mounted to the base board.
14

The pump id located on the top left corner of the 'work bench. Be faMilia\
0

r
. . 1

with the location of the vacuum pumt:shut-Off switchsince the vacuum

coaling tank' may over fill with water and the water will he'pumped out of

the tank, into the pump, and on to the floor. This will cause serious

damage to the vacuum [Amp.

.r

101

1

0
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Introduction-ovorview Leeson Plan

1. Training Objectives - the trainee will:

A. Know the name of his foreman and his trainer
----a.- -Know -the- job title for which-A& is being trained-and the-location,

of machine,(s) he will ultimately operate
C. List the seven major stages of the extruder operator job
D. List the variables of pkessure, and speed that are in0Olved

in the extrusion process
E. Be able to identify'the major Parts of the extruder

2. Set-up needs:

A. Classroom or quite area with table and chair
B. Audio-cassette playback pnit
C. Pencil and. paper
D. Trainee notebook
E. "Extruder Operator" (Prog"rammed instruction)

3. Instruction guide:

f-

'A. Introductions e
1. Trainer and trainee exchange names

'2. Trainer walks trainee on to flodr giving trainee name 5 minutes
of jobs and views
extruder in operation and return to classroom

B. Trainer and trainee review objectives of the job introduction
C. Trainee given manual:

Records names of trainer, foreman and job title
D. Traineethows trainee how to operate, cassette and then,:

Starts extruder operator program 13 minutes-
E: Trainer asks trainee if he has any questionsiand answers 2 minutP:s

O

102

4

4.

O

o.

20 min, Total

1-1



TRAINEE'S NAME

JOB TITLE
,

FOREMAN a

FOUR: IMPORTANT MANUFACTURING STAGES

1.

2.

3.

4.

SEVEN MAJOR STAGES OF THE JOB

1

2.

3.

; 4.

5.

6.

7,

4

I

.

MI

1i3

e

1-2
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PLASTIC EXTRUDER PARTS BREAKDOWN

94

Vac Valve

Cooling
01ooling 0Gouge

ernPeratun5 votes
ltiatet
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-SPECIFIC JOirTRAINING.- "TALKING PHASE"

1. STAGE 1.- PREPARATION .

A. TraininglObjectives - The trainee
. 1. be able to' accurately talk through all'preparation

- procedures using' a ."preparation' check-sheet". 7

2. be able to identify the P:mduct and/or.extrudervariakles
that correspond to the spAcifications listed on the "work

-order specifications"

96

B Set-Up Needs:
. 1, Extruder (no interference with ongoing production)
-2. Trainee .Manual (preparation check sheet).
3. Tool. Crib Open

' 4. Hand Tools
5. Tjork Spectfication Sheet
6. Pencil

C. Instruction
1. "Trainer talks thiu preparation

in his selected information on
2 TraineeVerbaXly ,goes thrn4he

Tiiineai:draws-iines from ,"work
items to corresponding product

his preparation sheet/7.-
pledures while trainii.n- iilly

Preparation check -sheet for

.-
order specifications" sheet.
and/or.extruder variables.

*".

.2-1



STAGE 1 -PREPARATZON,
17.

-

"CHECK SHEET

The Extruder

1. ...Extr

8izi.4:Die - and smooth surfae,

.,

3. Vacuum - Coo4n Vqk- position end',
Ic.nnectio I

4. 'Tank Exit gsket .._smooth
--

,

. 5. Vacuum-Cooling Tank - close drain valve

.

,

&

--r

.

"6. Electrical. Power - .cables connected---
extruder and cut-off saw

7. VacuuMtump - electrial and air '

8; :Raw.Haterial Hopper - at least-half full

(
tight and clean

. °

- 97

NOTES.

pel
'9. Ciean-"Ng water or pellers heatin: bands"

Band Tools

1. Plieri on extruder bed

2. Tip Snips - on extruder bed

3 Knife - near cut-off saw

Rubber Bands - on work bench

Bundling Cards - on pork bench

/ 6. Pencil - on work bench -,

7. Rag

Pipe Test Device

re
1. Test Device - on work bench

1

Work 'Order Specifications

1.' Read - is it complete-

Next Stage 2 - Start-Up

-

te

ti 4(

t

2-2
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-L
4'

,.,

WORK ORDER.SPEIFICATIONS

DATE:

.APPROVED BY:

PRODUCT'. ... -,'I

. .

TEMPERATURE SETTINGS:

IONE I .

e DZOIE /ONE

RUN SPEED:

JAKE OFF ROLLER SPEED:

, PRODUCTION. RATE:

NOTES:

1 '

---
QUALITY. CONTROL:

.,

OUTSIDE DIAMETER ' -...
INSIDE DIAMETER 2_, it.

.., ;,..
VACUUM:_ ); " I

I

N

0
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2. STAGE 2 -

_ -
-Start-Up Objectives - The trainee will:

1. be able to accurately talk_ through all star] -up procedures

using a "startup check shea" (Appendix D).

2. be able to list one potential caution in the start -up stage.

k

99

B. Set-Up Needs:
1. Extruder "(no interference with on-going poductionf)

2. Trainee Manual (start-up check sheet) .

3. Pencil

C. Instruction Guide:
1.,.Trainer talks thru start -up. procedures while trainee-fills

in selected information on his start-up check sheet.

2. Trainer'emphasizes cautions that-are-listed on trainer start

-up check sheet
,

J. Trainee verbally goes thru the start-up check, sheet.

4. Trainer has trainee write -on his start -up -check sheet.

is
. 1 6 9

r

. , -
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STAGE! 2 - START -UP

CHECK SHEET

Turn On Utilities
1. Cooling Water Main Valve

Open 1 Full Turn

. Main Power "ON"
a. All Switchegi Off and Dials

Set To "0" Position
b. Main Power '"ON"

c. Push Green Reset Button

3. Temperature' Zones "ON" (15 minute
warm-up)".. - "Caution; No run speed

a." Zone I (barrel). until zones reach-
-b. Zone 2 (universal adapter) temp."
c. Zone (extruder die).

100'

Notes

Levels Of Utilities

1. Vacuum-Cooling.Tank Filled To Level

Stop and Wait

3. Temperature. Zones "ON" Temperature
(see work order specifications),

a.. Zone (barrel)-

b. ,Zone 2 (universal adapter)
c. Die Zone (extruder die)

Ef.

1 , -

.

Start
1.- Run Speed Switch TO "START " PoSition

2. Take-Up Roller Switch To "START"

Take-Up Roller Speed Dial to "42"

4. Vacuum Pump Turned "ON"

. .

Next ;... Stage3 - Threading

110

V

2-5
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A, Cut-Off Saw,

1-. power - connections

101

2. cnjoff switch
3. cutting stroke - trainer gets a.piece f tubing, clamps the tubing

in the vise and cuts through the tubing. the trainer explains the

cutting pressure, speed and safety, rainee now procedes to

practice the cutting of tubing.

B.. Test Device

1. the trainer takes the cut tubing and cleans off the burrs with the

knife. the trainer explains why burrs must, be removed.

2. the trainer explains the principle of the test device.

3.. the trainer demonstrates the testing procedures. the trainer notes

the hand movements and coordination to recieve a correct reading.

:NOTE: It is imperative that readings be made with the operator's

hands'removed from the tubing. The operators's hands
holding the tubing will givd untrue readings. This is

because a person's hands are never steady enough for the

indicator to record a consistent measurement.

4. the trainee now takes the tubing he has cut and practices the

testing procedures.

C. Extrusion Machine

The trainer demonstrates'ancrexplains the functions 'of the equipment

below. .The trainee practices the operating of the_equipment once

the trainee has returned correct answers to the trainer's questions

regardingthe equipment.

1. cooling water
2. power switches
3. vacuum pump and. pressure adjustment valve

4. temperature controllers

.5. raw materials
6 'run speed control
7. extrusion die.

8, extrusion screw .

9. 'sizing die
IQ. vacuum-Cooling tank .

11. take-Off roller speed 'control-
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162

3. STAGE 3 - THREADING

A. Threading objectives - The trainee will:
1. be able to accurately talk through all threading procedures

using a "threading checksheet",(Appendix E).
2. be able to list fourpotential problems in the threading siagd,

B. Set-Hp Needs:
1. Extruder (no interferenceLwith on-going production)
2. Trainee Manual (threading check sheet)
3.. Pericil

4. Threading Training Aid

C. Instruction Guide: 0. .

1. Trainer emphasizes that threading requires close attention
2. Trainer talks through threading.procedures while trainee follows

both the Training Aid and the check sheet: .

,.

these on his3. Trainer emphasizes cautions and trainee records
.

threading check sheet.
4. Trainee talks through the threading procedures using the check

sheet and job aid.
.

Or

O
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STAGE:.3 THREADING

CHECK SHEET
1. Sizing Die Coolant Valve

Open 4 Turns

2. *Start Extruding
Run Speed "50"

3. Twist Extrudant
a. Twist In Taper
lit Stop Run Speed
c. 'Cool End "2"
d. Cut-Off Tip

With Pliers

4. Threading
a. Push Extrudant Through

Sizing Die
Hold Plastic Inside Tankd and
Dial Run Speed To "50"

c. Steadily Hand Pull Plastic
Through Tank'

d. Feed Plastic Through Exit
Gasket and Into. Take -Up

Rollers Steadily,

Miy,

b.

103

NOTES

. Plastic hot & Sticky
keep hands wet.

5. Slowly Slide Tank Forward on-Guides

6 cAdust tank location

.Next

if

Stage 4 - Adjusting Speed

Pt

Tube collasped- don't
worry!
Watch sizing die for
clogging.

Watch'sizing-die for
clogging.

Watch rollers! !c'tiskS,
sure 'they.eigVpulling-
out the plastic.

l

o



THAADING RAINING AID
a

(3 Dimensional wich ACtual Plastic Extrudant)

104

THREADING THE EXTRUDER

1.

Extruder of

Extruder on

Extrudant twisted

Begin feed

5.

s

°

Take-up rollers

R

114



DIAGRAM A.

11 - EXTRUDANT

1.05

-'714.74t

EXTRUDER DIE

1 "max
dia

"max
4 die

cut =off line
flat caused
by pliers

115.

O

0 0.F-
0
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4. STAGE 4 - ADJUSTING SPEED 106

A. Speed.Adjusting Objectives - The traineemill:
1, be able to accurately talk through,all speed adjusting'

procedures using an "adjstin Spedd check ° (Appendix

usting spe

B. Set-up Needs:
1. Ettruder (no interference with on-going production)
2. Trainee Manual (adjusting speed check sheet)
3. Pencil

'='; 4. Adjusting Speed Training Aid

C. Instruction' Guide:
I. Trainer has trainee determine the prodUction rate and roller

speeds from specificatiowsheet.
.2. Trainer talks thru adjusting speed check sheet and shows°

training ,aid samples of extrudant with inappropriate, settings.

3. Notes and-cautionssre emphasizedaid'trainee enters these
in his manual.

4; Trainee verbally goes thru.adjusting speed procedures and
points out the two cations.

F).

.2. be able to list two potential problemsin the adjed
stage.

A

O

116
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*STAGE 4 - ADJUSTING SPEED

CHECK.SHEET NOTES"

Get "Work Order specifications"

2. Set Run Speed And Take-Up Roller
Speed

3. Keep Cutting 6ff Exiting Plastic

4. Check For Jamming At Sizing Die

5,.. Adjust Tank Location

107

Adjust both at same time

Next Stage 5 - Developing Tubing

qb

117

j

4

1

7.
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WORK ORDER SPECIFICATIONS

date:
approved by:

PRODUCT:

TEMPERATURE SETTINGS:

POLYPRO PIPE

C

Zone l' 3800

Zone 2 3800

Die Zone 3800

Run Speed 90RPM

TAKE OFF ROLLER SPEED:

PRODUCTION RATE:' I

notes;

40-50 (varies)

50 Lengths /Hour

QUALITY CONTROL; +.01,0
outside diameter 3/8"-

inside diameter .302

VACUUM:

,41

Cm.

r

118

st

4-5 P.S.I.

0

4.
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---italUSTING SPEED AND DEVELOPING TRAINING MD.

- Chart With Actual Extrudant Samples On
Drawing Of Extruder 12" X 24" Approx.

DEVELOPING

t 4

EXTRUDER TOP VIEW.

= ACTUAL SAMPLES

= NOTES/INFO

...if 4 as

k

119

t. _

2-13
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4
5. STAGE 5 - DEVELOPING

110

A. Developing Pipe Objectives - The trainee Will:
1, be able to accurately talk throughsall developing pipe procedures

using a "developing pipe check sheet" (Appendix G).

2. be able to list three potential problems in the developing
pipe stage.

B. Set-Up Needs:.
Extruder (no-interference with on-going production)

2. Trainee Manual (developing pipe 'check sheet).
3. Pencil
4. .Develpping PlieTrai4ing_jAid

C.,_Inetruction.Guide:-
1. Trainer talks thrdFthe developing check sheet being Careful'

to point out all:controls.
2. Trainer emphasizes cautions and sho s the trainee tubing

samples' from the developing tubing raining aid iftd
trainee enters cautions in his manual -.

3. Trainee talks thru the developing stage and points
three cautions using the check sheet and job aid:.

4

ti

Q.

120

a

p
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STAGES - DEVELOPING

CRECK'SREET

1. Vacuum - Cooling Tank
az-Lid on-
b. 6 Wing Huts
c. Snug -Tight Wing Ras

2. Water

CAREFULLI.

NOTES

- ,Watch for lid warpage

a Open Watev7In Valve/Turn
Off Die Coolant Water Vain No Overfill:1.1

b. -Cheek. Sizing Die- Seal - Sealed.t*,
When No Water..CoMes Out of
Die. . //'

c. Turn Off Water-In Valve When All Valves Closed.
Water Reaches Maximum Water

i)*
Level

(

3.. Push Down On Tank 'Lid* Push Down on Lid

4.° Vacuum *.- . '-._ a. Turn Completely Clockwise
((7) Vacuum Adjustment

. Look for Ballonin
Screw (located at cooling
tank) . d'4

b: AdjuseVacaum Pressure To A
Maximum Of 5 On Dial

\;_ c. When.ExitGasket Seals Re-Ad-
k just Vacuam-165 On The Dial By

Turtling Adjustment Screw Counter-
. Clockwise (-0, )

'5.1.Important Watch Plastic Jam/Increase Rollers ;Seed
r ito

1
Stage 6 1 Production and Qua ty Control

.

O

121

a.

Nty4,

ver
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6. STAGE 6 - PRODUCTION ANDQUALITY CONTROL .1

'A. 'Production and Quality Control Objectives - The trainee
1. beable to accurately ialk,through all production lad

quality control pr4iminary check items using th
duction and quality control ctieik.sheee(Appendi*

2. be able; to list kit/o-p0EantialRroblems in thkpiodu,dtion,'
and-quality conirol,preliminary-check items. .

3, be able to'talk through 411 material takeokf proce
with no aids.

4. be able to remove a sample'ol pipe from .the exttud (WOJAC.,
in production) and to agcuiratelir critique-the pipe:- gcordint:
to visual-luality specifications:*
be able to accurately teat pipe on' outside dlameter:tbletancedi'
be -able to accurately-test.piPeon 'wall thiCtness an
eccentricity tolerances.

4'
*. .

7. be -able to select appropriate .extruder adjustOenes given iejec'
pipe samples:-

Ea

112

.

B. Set-Up Needs: ..-
6 ',

1- ..
1. Extruder^(no interference with on-going production) 4

.2. Trdinee Manual (production and qUelity controf check sheet)
3. PeAseil '

4 ,

-: ..
4. Ti
5. PO'CUE-Off Sa

..
6.,Pifi Diameter Te ter .

,

7. ;Pipe Wall Thickness Tlpter'
8. Pipe Problems Aid, 1

C. , InstrUction, Guikic: .

4
'- ?

.

.1tlt..:Trainer talks thru all product ion pnbceduies us-ipg- :"..pi . .

Athe check sheet and pOints out two cautions.. . - ..
. --

.,
2. Trainee talks thru the above.using chedk.sheet.- , : .f...

...--

-. !ty.t

3. Trainee demonstratesumterialtake7off procedures acid visual
check procedures' using -the training aid and-the has, the,,
trainee execute!take-off and visual check.

4 , Using the check shiet'and pipe sairiled, the-t.rifners,!!`:'
demonstrates the outside diameterttest and%ththn Was the'-trainie ,,

. do the'same witkthe check sheet only. '. -.. , % 4 .
. ....

5. Using the cheek sheet and pipe sample aid, thitrainer
demonstrates. the wall* thickness s-ond eceentricitY teat-andl-theU47-

O has the trainee do the same with the, check sheet Unly. j :: .

Trainer prow .des samples and asks'the-trainee what-the problem .'

ti .

is and what adjuitments.need:tube made The traihepOikest
corrections if the trainee'is'Wid .

O
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STAGE__6:. - -PRODUCTION --AND-QUMATTli CONTROL
.

CHECK SHEET-.

Preliminarle- Cheeks,
i;,,

1.

2, RPM Constant .Readini
t.

.
.101=1/.....1=11

remallm.r

Mnt

3. 'No Stretching. of. Plastic
.

4. No Jamming of Plastic
.

5 Tubing Not Collapsed

6. No Take-1.1, Roller Slippage

7. 'Vacuum PressurerConstant
.

NOTES

113
O

0

..1

11..111. TemperatUre Constant 3
. . . .

.

Pipe Cot -Off And Visual Check

1. Cut-Off 6" Smple Pipe

2. ..Visual Check

A e Smooth

-,b. go Ripples .

No Streaks
; 7.

d. No Bubbles

. N.eo Blow-Outs,

' f. Even Melt

.4
10

; Pipe Dimensional Testing OUtaide 'Diameter

V

`1. Insert Pipe Into Test. Devise

.Rotate- Pipe

3. ' Read Maximum Positive and, Negative
Readings With Hand Removed

Compsre To Specs - Accept or Reject

5. Select Machine Corrections Prom Chart'

(if osede,d)"

I . .0
1.

. O.

12.3'
.

.

tos
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STAGE 6 7 PRODUCTITI AND' QUALITY CONTROL (Cont.)

Square-Off Pipe End

1. Clamp. Pipe Sample Into
Cut-Off Saw Vise

2. Cut-Off Saw Power "ON"

'3., Feed :Saw. Slowly

4. Power "OFF"

5. Remove Pipe

6. Trim Pipe End With'Knive

llpe Dimensional Testtrig.

Wall Thickness /Concentricity Test

4

4
.4. Bundle On The Hour

114

NOTES',

1. Insert Pipe Into'Test,Devise

2. Assert Doinkard Pressure With Thumb

3. Rotate and Read Maximum Positive And
Negative Readings'While Rotating Pipe

4.e Compare To Specs- Accept Or Reject

5. Select Machine Corrections
From Chart (if needed)

Material Take -Off'

1. Cut 3' - 0" Minimum Pipe Lengths

2' Good Pipe In Bin

3. Perform Dimensional Testing
Every Fifth (5th) Lengthr:Of Pipe

Next Stage 7 Shutting Down

2-18
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7-1 STAGE 7.- SHUTTING-DOWN

A. Shut-Down Objectives -.The trainee will:
1. be ableto accurately talk through all scut-down.prodedures.

.

using a "shut-down check sheet" (Appendix I).-
.

2. be able to listone potential problems 'in the shut-down stage:

115

B. Set-Up Needs:
1. Extruder (io interference with On-going production)
2. Trainee Manual (shut-dawn check sheet)
3., Pencil

C. Instructiqn Guide:
1. Trainer talki thru shut-down procedure to trainer using the

chedk and emphasizIng the one shui-down caution..
2. Trainee explains shut-down procedure to trainer using the

check sheet. ,

ti

125
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STpE 7 - SHUTTING' DOWN

CHECK SHEET

1. Stop Extruder - Dial RPM to "0"
and Run Speed Switch "OFF" - Push
Tank To'Right

2. Rollers Pull Remaining PicpeThru
Tank

Stop Take.-Up Rollers - Roller
Speed Dial To "0"-end Switch "OFF":

4. Vacuum Pump Switch."OFF4i! .

5. Open Drailytelve On Vacuum - Cooling Tank

6. Set Heating Zone Dials to "0" and
Place Heating Zone Power.Switches To:
OFF"

7. RemciVe Tank Lid - Place Lid Over Drain

8. Keep Water Main Valve Open ,

L Extruder Main Power Switch "OFF"

10. .pail All Power Cords From Sockets
Wrap Cards Around Equipment

11. Final Bundling

12. Put Tools and Items Into Tool Box

13., Clean-Up

a. Cut; Off Excess

-----b. Extruder Die
c. Water. and Pellets
d. Work Bendh .

e. Other

14. Lock Tool Box

414

)16

4

NOTES ,

4

I

I 4.
-4".1'4 2-20'
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EXTRUSION MACHINE
TROUBLESHOOTING

.

117

The-following are conditions.varied from normal that have an effect on

the quality and 'production of tubing..

TEMPERATURE TO HIGH

Accessiva heating of theplaatic will liquify the plastic' to a point that

the plastic will-become runny (watery). Plastic in this. state will make

easier fot the take-off rollgrs to pull the plastic; The 'take -off rollers.
.

will increase in speed, stretch the tubing reulting,'in wreduction of

-the. outside diameter, vacuum loss, and, if not corrected in tithe, halt

production.

TEMPERATURE TO LOW

Thi extruder uses heat.to melt the raw material, plastic pellets. When

there is insufficient heat to melt and mix the raw material the plastic will

Melt partially The result is plastic tubing with a crystallized. texture
A

and appearance.

.VACUUM TO.SIGH

The standard vacuum setting is 5 inches of mercury.. Vacuum above 5-will

expand the tubing to a larger outside and inside diameter.

VACUUM TO LOW
. .

Vacuum pressure below 5 will not be sufficient to expand the tubihg to

the standard outside and 4nside diameter. The diameters will be smaller.

'ROLLER SPEED TO FAST'

Any variance in roller speed will xesult in serious production difficulties.

If the roller speed is increased it will stretch the tubing. This stretching

will result'in a:decreased.wall thickeness and an increased outside diameter
4

since there is plastic restricting the:vacuum to expand the tubing.
. . p. .

The speed.may increase to the point of stretching the tube to'a very small.

diameter' thus causing a loss in vacuum, production, and the process will

Have to be rethreaded.

127
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ROLLER-SPEED TO SLOW 118

Roller speed ate slower than normal rate-will result in plastic not being

pulled out of the vacuum-cooling tank at a-rate proportional to the plastic

6

i being extruded into the vacuum-cooling tank to obtain qual.ty cubing. .

This condition results in more plastic pushed into the sizing die. 'This

will cause the:Oall thicknes; to increase and if this condition is not

corrected-the plastic will jam and clog the sizing die. This will shut-
...

down' production and the:process must-be restarted. Jamming of plastic

into the sizing die,will damage the die if-the plastic solidifies inside

the sizing die.

RUN SPEED- TO FAST

The run speed-controls the amount of plastic extruded into the'sizing die.

If'the plastic is beingextruded faster than it is pullidat by the take-

off, rollers, the plIstic will jam and Clog the sizing-die. An increase in

run speed; will cause'the.tube wall thickness to increase.. The -inside

diameter will decirease. The outside diameter may decrease'since the wait

thickness increase causes added restriction for' the existing vacuum pressure

to ex --and the tubing.

RUN SPEED TO SLOW

,4 slower run speed'will cause less plastic to. be extruded. When the take--

off speed is not.reduced the rollers will have'lesaplaatic to pull out.

''The results in a.thinner wall thiaaess. If not corrected the wall thick-

ness'will beCome'increasing thinner ud.the tubing will become smaller.

This -will ,Cause a-loss in vacuum fm-,1 not enough plastic sealing the

sizing die causing.production to stop.

. 128
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EXTRUSION MACHINE
MALFUNCTIONS ,

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

-.-

TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER - Correct-Indications
.

Feedback indicator - .reads -LOW and load light is ON

Feedback indicator reads Inca and load light is OFF

Feedback indica6r reads ON TEMP and load light FLICKERS-:

TEMPERATURE' CONTROLLER - Malfunction Indications. .

'Indicator Readings -Load Light.

ON TEMP bright load light-

HIGH

LOW

.Dial Setting4

unchanged
e

speedincreases-
.

unchanged speed decreases.

RUN SPEED

DialtSetting Speed Variance

, unchanged speed increases

bright load light

load light-is off

TAKE-OFF RDUERR

Speed .Variance,

unchanged

4-t

speed decreases

Treatment

dial temperature setting
lower until load light.'
is off

ts

dial temperature setting
lower until load light is
off. .

. .

dial temperature setting
-higher until load light
comeson.

Treatment

set control-io a
lower speed

set control dial -to
higher speed. .

Treatment

set control dial to a
lower speed

:Set control dial to a.
higher speeL

CAUTION: The take-off rollers and run'speed dials are - sensitive to
the operatorte touch.. .

. .

DO.NOT OVER -REACT - A touch on the dial will cause the
'necessary change is speeds to correct the-malfunction.

4-4
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Production Problems

121

1. Objectives: The trainee' will:
A. Be able to accurately diagnose the production-problems.causing'

the six visually detected pipe qualitiea\and to recommend the
corrective. procedurei.

B. Be-able to accurately-diagnose the productproblems causing
over andrundet wall thickness qualities and to recommend the
corrective procedures. .

C. -Be able' to accurately diagnose the production problems causing
Over and' under wall thinkness-and wall coirentricity'problems
andto recommend the correctiire.prOcedures.

2. Set-Up Needs:
A. Classroom or quite area with table and chair.
B. Trainee manual and pencil
C. 'Chalkboard .

to: Pipe problem training aid.

3..Instructfon guide:
A. Trainer and trainee review each sample and determine the corrective.'

proeedure-for ea-oh-us-ing-the4p4e-problem-,tr-atning-aid-."

.

B. ortainee,is given .five minutes to study the aid.'.
C. The trainer_ presents five iandom'aamples'(one at a time and

hasAhe trainee' identify the diagrams .and list the corrective
,

a

.procedure for.each.

/-

Sob

131
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TRAINING AID

.*

:

PIPE.PROELEMS
O

4

Sample Problem Correction

n.PROBLEMHAND CORRECTION H

132



'THE emas OF EXTRUDER VARIABLES
W' ^' ON THE QUALITY AND PRODUCTION OF

EXTRUDING PLASTIC TUBING

TUBING DEFORMITIES AND REQUIRED T ROUBLESHOOTING

PRODUCTION OUTPUT FOUR HOUR JOB SHIFT

Maximum machine hourly production output - 60 Estimated inaximum wolker hourly production output 210
MaximiM machine hourly produdtionoutput - 50, Estimated inimum worker hourly produetiq output - 175

Estimated a verage worker hourly production output - 44

TYPE OFDEFdRMITY
Blow-outs

Bubbles

Bumps- Ripples .

.11141011VVI.

MALFUNCTION. -_EFFECTS OF IMALFUNCTION
Run speeds or roller Plastic isIbeinvstreetched to
'speed thin thus acuutm,resure causes

a burst in the tubing wall:

Extruder run. speed
varies'

-

TREATMENT
Increase extruder run.
speed end/or decrease
take-up roller speed'

*i

Sizing die-cooling
water injected into
the die.

A

The.' vecuum

This cause
or.collaps
vacuum is
exit.gaskel
fully seal

is not constant.
the tubing to expand
in intervals. The

ost because the
or sizing die is not

d.

Reduce the take-up
'roller speed .

-Shock Cooling - The' rapid cooling Close val 'fe in the

by'the water sprayed on the pies- water line to the
tic causes rapid cooling and bubblingsiingdie. If closed
of the pla tic caused by gross increase run speed to
'changes in temperatures. The increase seal at the
:seal at th sizingdie may not be sizing die.
.complete t us allowing water into
the inside of the die. A

hr '

W



QUI= m, The rollerspeed co. .rol dial :is ,very sensitive. A jerk on the dial in
Left or right direction may be sufficient to cause the necessary correction:-

TYPE OF DEFORMITY . MALFUNCTION

Melt (low)

Streaks - Ridges,

Outside diameter
over size

.

Heating zone temperatures
at low temperature.

Heating zone temperatures
at low -temperatures

L

.4. 1.94 .0

. _

Out side Diameter
under size.

.Inside diameter
over size

Run speed or roller
'sPeed

'Run speed or roller
'speed

Run speed !or roller
speed

EFFECTS OF MALFUNCTION
.

.

Witirthe heating zone blow tem- '

perature thi plastic is not.re- ..

ceiving eno gh heat to fully
melt the plistic pellets but only
enough toc use the pellets to stick
together an partially melt.

The plastic is being exruded
,at to-low a temperature thus
causing to

soon before sizing and form-
ing the tubing.

The wall thickness .i's thin
enough for the vacuum.pressure
to blow-up the tubing outside
of-the sizillkg die in the tank-
end expaudi g the tubing beyond
the sizing Iie restrictions

The Wall is
vacuum pres
fully the t

to thick for the .1

ure to expand
bing

7
With the inside diameter over
size the wail thickness de -
creases and may result'in
blow-outs.

TREATMENT

Increase heating zones
one and twvin interval
oflive fp) degrees

Increase.heating zones
one and two in interval
of five -(5) degrees.

Increase the extruder run
speed' and /or decrease the
take-up roller'speed I

L.

Decrease the extruder run
speed and/or increase the
take-up roller speed.

Increade the extruder run
'speed and/or decrease the
take-up'roller speed..

,

9



. IL

.TYPE Of -DEFORMITY

inside diameter
undersize

Eccentriciti-of
outside diameter
to inside diameter'

zefo (0)' vacuum

Melt (high)

^

At. p

tp

0

MALFUNCTION"
Run speed or roller
speed

Sizing die and the
extrudei dieout of
center

Tubing does-notseal the
sizing die; the exit gas7
keto. or the vacuum-tank

.'fid is, not fastened; or
the vacuum pump is not on'

#

e

Heating Zone temperatures
at high- temperature

'EFFECTS OF MALFUNgTfoN ,
.The-waff thikmess will increase,
thus not meeting dimensional
standards,. c n also result in '

'under sized utside diameter.

The oUtside qnd inside diameters*
Will no be aligned' thus causing
tge tubing t .be rejected, for
dimensiona1 uality. Can cause.
blow-outs..

The tubing t llapses. The tubing
'is deformed and undersize

TREATMENT -

.t'

Decrease the extruder
run speed. -and/or increeti
the take-up roller speed.

' Adjust the heighed
alignment of the.exiruder
die by loosening lock bolts
and aligning thecenters
of the dies. . (roge.per-'
formed by-the formin.)

No seal at:
1, .Tank lid Ivah down',

on the.lid by the Aper--
.ator.' Either loosen.

/ASi tighten the lid .

fastening wing nuts.
2. ,Sizing'Die- decrease

. the roller.speed.or in-
rease the run'apeed.

3. Exit Gasket" seal the
sizing die. %Flush a Wit
rag into the exit
.gasket to Seel it.

. - ne....,/ 1

With the heating zones above
temperature the plastic is
receiving tolmuch heat. This /,

results in tie plastic
beE6ming wat ry. The pipe,-

,, will be trap parent in color
and have: rip las in its texture.

Lower heating zones'one
and two in intervals of
five (5) degrees.
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E. PRODUCTION PROBLEM TRAINING : "DOING"

O

1. Objectives the trainee will: . I

.

0 A. Be able to diagnose and correct for twovisually defected pipe Imperfectl
f

, im lees than five minutes each' and Witliont losing the flow of
1

l' ,
W. Be able to Alignose andeorreet for one wall thickness imperfection inm

less than five minutesandwithollt losing the glOw of plastic. °
9 . .

.C. :Belaa.WdOgnose. and correct for one wall :thickness and/or concentrict:
imperfection inleS4 than five minutes and without losing the. flow Of:
plastic. 0

.

".
.

e

4

"""-

4

. Set-up needs:
Eitiuding machine.'

B. Trainee manual and pencil.
a'

. Instruction 'guide:; .

.

A. Trainer explai3e to trainee'that'he is going to insert production
' problems into the extruder and then observithe trainee's:reactions.

B: Trainer asks trainee tirturn around and then insert the first problem.
.C.. loaat process-until,all.four ark done:*

. ,

ee no

4..7"t

. 137

0

Is

e
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Problem

1. .Pipe stretches

4

. Wall thickness
oversize

4. O.D. under

a'

-N

a

1

.

PRODUCTION PROBLEM TRAINING' .128

4

Machine chingei Trainee reaCtiot

s

138
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b

script for-the Introduction /Overview
of the Extruder Operator Job

1. . 'The following program will
present' to you information about
the training program in which
you will learn the basic infor-
mation of the extrusion progess,
the major job tasks, and intro-
duce you bo the remaining part
of t b brai ng program and%Tour
trainer. Do not*try to remember
any details, this program is
simply an overview of the job.

2. Your trainer is the
indivrdual who will instruct'
you in the job taski and their
correct performance. He is.
fully eiperienced with the
aqUipment and the job TespOw.
sibilities.
Yourliaineri Steve Sawzin

139

e

129

deal

\



3: You will be.pre-.
. sented with a training.
manual: This manu!tl

is youri to use as a
.,.. guide throughout your

employment period. In
the manual you will
vfind information on
safety, job tasks,
troubleshooting'guide,
and other information!

r

0

4. The extrusion of
plastic tubing has
fourtiain manufac,-
turing variablest

1. RAW MATERIALS
2. HEAT AND PRESSUaa
3. EXTRUDER DIE
4. VACUUM SIZING

Please write these
in your manual.

130

4rRolW MATER/AZ
zrzwDER

HEAT

fRessvief ScREIP

140



5. The extruder takes raw material,
and with pressure, forces the raw
material thrti a specially shaped
hole that is called a die.

e-

6. In this machine, raw material in
the form of pellets is heated and
pushed thruan extruder die.

7. The plastid as it leaves the die,
called exttudant, is soft and is
formed into the shape of a tube.

8. This extruded tube then travels
into another die, a sizing die. This
die forms the.soft tubing to a final
outside diameter.

1

141
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9. The tubing then
travels thru ao.vacuum-
cooking taalvtliat cools
the-4Ubing3pd blows it
up to keep the tube from
collapsing. The cooling
of the soft plastic
tubing is done by water
in the' tank.

10.; 'The blowing up
of the tubin >is done

by atmospheric pressure'
onthe inside of the IN
tube and the lack of..

pressure on the.out-
side of the tube -in

4 the' Vacuum-cooling

" I^

4.04011,,

i'l**4461.114004w.

r'

AiR ovr

04t

of J.

"132

The lack of air on the outside of the tubing in the Vacuum-
\

cooling tank .is caused by a vacuum 'pump that pumps air out of the
.tank.

12. With no atmo- AIR
spheric pressure on
the, outside of the
tube, the atmo-
spheric pressure on
the inside of the
tube expands the

' tubing and keeps
itfrom coilaspsing
while water coals and
quality.

AIR OICT AIR ol.s.

No mess vier [

jr-pAss.stmg

1.4
.

solidifies the tube. to its final dimensions -and

142

1



.13. What is a plastic extruder-
operator? A description of a plastic extruder gperator is
presented on page (1) in youromanuai. It describes the general
duties and responsibilities of yo4job.

.

100.

133.

14. The plastic extruder operdtor's
tasks are many and di;tersified. 'The
tasks include operating a plastic
extrusion machine to produce quality
plaStic tubing.

ft

14.3

6
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. .t

18. There are three
main job phases:

1. BEGINNING PROM-
TION

2. MAINTAING PRODUC-
TION

3. SHUTTING - DOWN
PRODUCTIO1

19. ( 1. Beginning
Production) To begin
pr9duction the first
job tasks inclu'de:

checking 4ccessibility
of tools

"NI

20. Making equipment connection,

145.

135

1 r
it .



21. checking the raw material supply.,

22. starting-up of the extrusion machine,

MPTIV;.(MO

1 6

kit um dal CU41.'



. . . .

23. and:the.adjustment of the
extrusion machine variables to make
tubing. -.

..

e

24., Maintaining Production)
-The second major step is the main-
taining of prOduction. Maintaining'
production is the major responsibili-
ty of you, the machine operator.
This*steP includes keeping the
extrusion machine operating contiu-
uously, at.

)

137

I

.0

O



CT

26. .the gutting; sizing, and
bundling of the tubing,

.26. maintaining the quality control
of the tubing,

tr

148"



27. and finally, the ,-4,:r1.44

troubleshooting and * .
correcting of eny c,

problem involving 1'!" ''-

the extrusion machine.

.4

139

talt blimmukatiot

INIIIPID yr;

28. (..-3. Shutting- Doran Production)1

-AM' last major'step involves the. shutting-down of, the job. This is the
easiest of.all the qpjor job taks and involves little time. .The job
tasks include shutting down the extrusion machine,

29. final bundling of the
tubing,

, or

4

el

149



8

. . .

30. putting away tools
and equipment,

\

. 31. 'housekeeping or.'
cleaning of the Mork

-o

0 -
1

Y.

O

14.0

,jr 4

...o.oter.t.
,...' 612r....f

I.

VI'

I.

and a final check to be sure all extruder' switches.arid va lves
are turned off:

.

4

O

VOIXXIMMXID,12t.fAir

... .... - -.:' 4 17;., 111141
. .1k . .

% , alt
.4 X

" 4 ,-%$ ir t ,7.7r4.41°; ,)
itlii ` ' i : IN . ' 1; f ail' 4P:r-

E N
linewe . ' v. v'

10 Val. I EV
I liv I fl'IN r .

.....1M
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ti

.

33. You are now ready to beginspecific:
:extruder training. We hope you are not
to confused with the informa6inn-you haVe
been given. if you take.eadi.'step training
one -at -a -time, the'job will come easily.

t.

. . A

34: Remember your manual has the
information you need, when you need it,
and it should always be at your
fingertips.

.

35. :Your trainer. will! ,

now take over,and
instruct yOu on the
specific job taaks. .His

°assistance will make.
yOurjob easier to
perform:

iSe .9111(f`

'44.10

36. ..1.10.11_the_StOp_buttoo_911'_the_recoFdqr:__________.

and call your trainer over to complete.
the rest ,of your training.
If you want, you may -rewind the tape to
.review this materiel. have-
further. questions talk to your'

.trainer.

151.
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PLASTIC.EXTRUDER OPERATOR

Trainee Manual

Unit' Page Job 'Analysis

0.
0

1

0-1 Job Description-Plastic Extruder OperatOr
0-10 Safety -

Introduction-Overview

1- Overview Fill -in Sheet
1-3 Extruder Parts.
1-4 I EXtrudelr.Parts Fill-in Sheet

1.
4

Specific Job Training-Talking Phase

2- Stage 1 Preparation check-sheet
2 -3 Extruder parts-training aid
2-5 Stage 2 - Start-up check sheet
2-7 Stage.3 - Treading Check Sheet
2-9. Threading .Training Aid
2-11 Stage"4 - Adjusting speed checkoheet
2-12 Work order specifications-
2-15 Stage 5--Developing check sheet
2-17 Stage 5 - check.rsheet
2-20 Stage 7 check sheet'

Specific Job Instruction: Doing

143

Production problem training: Classroom

4-2 Discussion
4-3 Extrusion principles fill-in sheet

Produotion-problems-traiming-ald
'4 -7 Production problems'chart

, 4-10 Pipe problemluiz

,Production Problem Training Iroing,

$ -2 Production problem test

153.



APPENDIX 4

SELECTION OF. THE TRAINEE SUBJECTS

Classification of Available
Person's

University Non-academic Personnel
(Grounds and Maintenance)

EmploymentAgeficy

B.6.S.U. University Student

County and State Maintenance
and Road Personnel

Farm Worker

Farm Owner

I 144

General Characterizations

Older, Sincere, LOw Achiever

i Low Achiever, Unreliable,
Mercenary

Bright, Inalligent, Low
Motivation, Mercenary

Older, Sincere, Low Achiever

Non-Communicative, Lower
Social Class, Unreliable

Independent, Diligent, Gon-
.

servative

High School Nori,Nocational 'Immature, No Set Goals,
Non-College Merceriary

Note: Once the worker profile is solidified, subjects (trainees) will
be selected from the above categories and,eveply divided into
.the two training groups (structured and unstructured). A pre'-

test will be given and statistically compared to provide additi-
_onal_evidence-as-to-the equality of the two groups.________

r

7.

154
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1. ORDER NUMSER

APPENDIX K
- As,

Recruitment Tools ,

Newspaper Advertigeo&nt

PART time work avail.. Am
doing march study. No exp.
necataty. Awly_st. hewn
A Technology BMg. ROW on
Wed. July -a, Fri.. Aug. 2 or
Sat, Aug. 3, 9 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

p.m. or call 372-
3062 on these days only:-

Ad placed. in
Bowling Green Sentinel-Tribune

July 27-31, 1974

Ohio Bureau of Employment Services..
.(EmPloyment.Agency)..

.101 RANK REFERRAL (Applicant hitroduction to Employer)
2. TYPE' 3. LOCAL

OFFICE.
STATION0131( APPLICANT'S

. 145.

NAME (LAST and INITIALS) . 7. soca& secular
ACCOUNT Normal

PERSON'
TO SEE

Expevime"4-
FOR POSITION OF Seaaeci'
DATE and TIME

t.o APPLY

EMPLOYER'S
NAME

STREET
ADDRESS

Disodvoologod
liglisgel Algona

us ui,In

11. DATE of REFERRAL

The -bearer of, this form hoS been carefully selected to
meet ydur need for.on employee. Another, orm is being
moiled whiCh requests o response cos to the outcome of
your interview. Your prompt reply to that request will
help us to better serve your needs.

14 G

0 I: ZIP A:
CITY.Boo,, /Arc 4iei7,e_tu STATE 0/0/.0. Code 40.ffier7A,,,

$fift.tt R11-7,,3)

37.7-624i1.1.
OHIO BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

1 55.

A*, 114f



PART. -
FLIER

111/1 WORK
146

Opportunify to pickup some extra cash for ,

that new putter, baseball,tickets, whatever!

*we need part-time workers *minimum.\ag, 18

for 8 hours mipimum

+kirk hotirs arranged:-
: 'evenings, week-nd?
this weeklnext-week;..-

..next--month?-

\-
41.1maime or f male

ay ap iy

*no experiebce necessary
" - -guaranteed± base pay with incnt.i've

drori:by or phone....
+the job-involves
operating production CONTACT:

...equipment that is iteve sa0zin
being tested 126a'technolOgy bldg.

bowling gree.n
e state university

372-2002 (85-weekday)

DROP BY:,
IpM 5pmiweekdayi.
Sam 12pm saturdaY0
6pm's; 9pm mon-wed

nights
. to Cr) o in to CA co CA -,, to) Cr) Ca U) Caa rt. -4 tr . - a rt a rt es1 rt vo rt. su

N .41) A.) * Ay IV A, IV to 0 ta (1) to
1 4 '1 4 14 1 C. 8 4. 1< Iwe 0tom 0Ne row 0NID...100 0 N0I.0 .00 (1 , Om 0 (1) OU) of. 0- om c)

b.) AI CV 0) N. Lti IV 0) iv, gt1. is, gg is,
C C C C C t
iv iv iv iv tl ti
1-,.. .._ ..-ko^ I.- . t" 0-4 i-o

-0 P '0 0 0
. ..

56

to (1) to U) W. CA' Ca Cr) to Cr) t...) Cr.
4,1 r t es' rt ---1 rl . es' rr %-.1 rt ---) rt
to (I) Nit ta. (0 ta (I) to M ta 014 1< I .4, 14 .1 < 1<
CV (A to IV to lb . to e 10 CD 8.0 0OM OM 00 00 0 U): 0 (1)
b4 0 to fo Ca Ai ta * to Os to lu

tsl . . Al M
1-4 IN.- 1

A1
4- I.- I- la-
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. APP4NDIX. L

ApplicAion Form

1

1

157
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.ti industrial testing services

Test firit

-Address

date of birth

middle

USCO' 0X- I4u
Application

Pay

Can Start
Work on

Soc. Sec. No.

o,

nuMber and street city state zip-code-

sex business .phone home phone

u. s. military service

have youever operated plastic
processing machinery . if yes

.from xo .experience

other machines operated and how long each 1

physical handicaps if any

XPERIENCE RECORD I Lest Positkin First) Continue over or on aspirate sheet. Include U.S. MILITARY SERVICE RECORD
ACM NAME & ADDRESS OF COMPANY
TO i NATURE OF BUSINESS POSITIONS HELD IINOICATE CHIEF OUTIESI

I

AYION CIRCLE HIGHEST GRADE COMPLETE .1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11 12
. .

NAME OF SCHOOL AOORESS ' YEARS COURSE & MAJOR Yr.Gmd. DEGREE

IGH SCHOOL . 'k . -

LEGS
. ... ,

INE
1

Is *

AFFIDAVIT: I certity.thet the answers' given by me o the" foregoing questions

.and statements are true,and-correct to the best of knowledge.' I render this

university, department, or any, person not liable for personal injury that is i-

rosnit of my negligence or failure-to follow given formation or warnings.

:Sisistura- 15 a**1 Da e,
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. . APPENDIX M

Bennett MeChanic*al Comprdiension 'reit
DIRECTIONS

.Fill in the requested information on. your ANSWER SHEET.

.Look at Sample X on this page. It shows two-men carrying a weighted object on a plank,
and'it asks, "WhiCh man carries more -Weightr Because the object is closer to man."B"

.

than to man "A," man '"B" is shouldering more weight; 'so blacken the circle under "B"
on your answer Theei. Now look at Sample ? and answer it yourself. Fill in the circle under
the correct answer on your answer sheet. . i .

...

149

,,-

.

.

Which man carries more weight?
(If equal, mark C.) ..

Y

Which letter shows the seat where
a passenger will get the smooth-
est ,ride?

.

'On the following pages there are more pictures and questions. Read each question care-
fully, look at the picture, and All in the circle under the best answer on the answer sheet.
Make sure-that your marks are' heavy and. black. Erase completely any answer you wish
to change. Do not make any marks in this, booklet.

4
,

DO NOT TURN OVER THE pOOKLET UNTli'YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

E
.

c' 'y I ghe . 19i0. ienewed 1907; 1941. renewed 1969: 1942. renewed, 1969; 0 I967. 1969 by The Psychological Corporation. All tights reatrved.
__ .05, staled in the test manusi and Catalog. . - .._____ .

-The test rontained in this hookkt has bete designed lis; use with answer forms publistrecror authorized by, The Psychological Corporation. If
other answer loans are used, The Psychological Corporation takes nn responsibility for the meaningfulness of scores.

Printed in U.S.A. ,The Psychologise' Corporation. 304 East 4ith Street. New York. N. V. 10017

.

70.150T8

'Test contains 68 items. Directions and sample item presented heret
1 -159
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APPENDIX N . 150 ' I
TWO TAIL "t" TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN MEANS OF

TRAINEE PRE - MEASURES FOR ETRUCTURED AND
UNSTRUCTURED TRAINING GROUPS

i

-a
:

Trainee Bennet Mechanical Comprehension Test Scores

Group

. ,_
EX x Ex2

,
. :

Unstructured 20 891.00 44.55 41659:

.Structured_ _.. 2.001.. ' 901.00 t 45.05 42575

'dfi= 38. t ea, .0033 (p > .9)

I

i

. .

Ageof Trainees in Years.

Group EX v:

Unstrilictured 20

Structured 20.

556

495

27.8

-24./5, .

18250.0

t1012.0

. df = 38 t = .3362 (p < .8
1

,Number of Completed Years of Formal Education By .the Trainee

Group N EX x.

;
V

zx2

Unstructured '20 289 14.45 4229
,

Structured 20 . 308 15.40 4834.

df = 38 t =t ;1946 (p >, .9)

4

I
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Wiring Diagram

. \I.\

\.,APPENDIX 0

PlAsti Extrud4 Remote - Control Device

\
O

Existing Controller Wiring Dia ram

R1

Black
White

Blue

Auxilary Controller Wiring Diagram

R1-Existing Potentiometer
.112--Auxilary Potentiometer'
NOTE: ,The Auxilary controls are potentiometers

of SK ohm resistence

161
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144

ft

15Z

4

1: A

0

This ddvice-Js.designed.to inject problems into the plastic

extruder. Thisis-achieved-by adjusting the extruder controls -from a

remote.locatign. The objective of the device is to either increase or

decrease an extruder variable by-the research assistant with the-trainee

being able to readjust the "extruder:variable at the extruder, resulting

in correction of the malfunction; This,deice operates ,electronically

in conjunction With the extruder controls.

The design of the device was. -a joint effort of the research'

assistant, two undergraduate students in EPIC 191 (Department of'Indus-

trial Edacatioand Technology, BM) and thefr,iristructor, Mr: Anthony

162



I

'Palumbo. The studenis,performed.necessary research and ,testing of.

various circuit designs with theheiP of their instructor. The research

assistant designed the malfunction device hardware and wired the device

to the plastic extruder utilizing the circuit wiring diagram furnished

by students Dave Beers and.GeraId,McCullough..i,

p

0-

163
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'APPENDIX P

Worker Attitude Inventory.
.

154 6

INDUSTRIAL TESTING EIVICE

I

Please give us opiniOns concerning yourexperience 'in operating th40,
pipe extruder. .There are no right or wrong answers except how youlfeel7

o

Mark SA: If you.strongly agree with theitem
Mark A 'If you agree with the item
Mark D If you disagree With the item
Mark SD...:If you strongly disagree With the item

SA A . 0 SD
. 0

1. .0 0 0 The extruding' achine is wellmade

2. 0 . 0 0 0 Leari g to run the,extruder wa s easy

3: 0 0 0 0 ays understood what Was going on
\

*

4tirS0 0 , 0, 0. (would like to be an extruder operator,

5. 0 0 0 0 'operating an extruder is an interesting job

6. '0 0 0 0. . I always, knew why I had to.do things.

7. 0 0

8.

9.

_ 10. 0 0

0

0 I always understood what the person who was
training me was saying or-doing.'

0 'I'd teach someone to run the extruder just the
'way I was taught.

A. c.

The person who trained me cared about.,me
A

0 The extruding machineworks well

fe.

164
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INDUSTaAL TESTiNG:SERVICE

Pleasvgive us your opinions concerning your e4erience in operating
the pipe extruder. There are no right or wrong answers except how ?ou feel.

Mark SA..If you strongly agree with the item
Mark A If you agree with the item
Mark D. If you disagree with the item

6 Mark SD If you strongly'disree with the item

155.

11.

12.

16.

17.

B"

- 47

18.

19.

20.

SA A D SD

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 -9

0 0 0 0

0 -0 0 .0

0 0 0

0. 0 0 0

0 0 .- 0

Of

0 0

0 0 0 .0

0 0 0 0

The extruding mach ne is oorly made

Learning to run-4e extruder was hard :
$ .

I never understood What was going on
I

I would not like to be an extruder operator

The person who trainednie didn't care About me

The extruding machine doesn't work well

I never, understood what the person who,Was
training me was saying'or doing

I wouldn't teach someone -to run the extruder
the way I was taught.'

Operatingtan extruder is a boring job

'I never knew why I hAd to do things

1.c
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APPENDIX Q

TRAINER. CHARACTERIZATION

The trainer is responsible-for training ne, employees entering 'his
department. The trainer monitors, manages; an instructs the trainee
with the'use of structured training procedures The trainer is an indi-
vidual that has been presen.rIy working with t company and that depart-
ment. His responsibilities include working 'a a production employee and
Also as the department trainer. To be selec ed as the-department trainer
he has exhibited the following characteristi s.

; . .
i ,

A. A positive attitude toward the department, his job, and toward
the compaly.

la

B. A desire to have the new employe
C.- A desire to teach.' I

D. Effectiv communication skills- peing able to-get across an idea
in terms that the other person an understand. . .

E. Practic 1.knowledge and skill .f teaching principles and'tech-
i

niques.
F. ,Patien e.

learn the best way to'dothe job:

.G. Willingness to prepare to teach.
H.- Time tib teach.

I. A war friendly attitude tow rd the learner. (Vernon, 1972, pi. 73)

STAGES OF'STRUCTU D JOB TRAINING":

Trainee Intro
1. The

envi

action:
rainer personally orie
onment and fellow work

2. Trai
work

I

Initial Train
1.. Train
2. Train
3. All in

presen
4. Trainer
5. Trainee

material

ee expectations in th
attitudes are presen

g Period:
r is responsible .f
r is constantly tr
ormation concern
ed by the trainer.
constantly moni
fullyAlepends o
to guide him.

Advanced Training.
.1. Trainee sh

. 2.. Trainer is
3. Trainer, ma

progress
4. The trainee
5. Trainee show

eriod:

ws increade
not needed
leave trai

oes not
self as

1

tates the new worker to his job
.rs.

way of performance, work breaks, and
d by the trainer.

all training.
ining and interacting with the trainee
ng job responSibilities and duties ate

rs the progress of the trainee.
the trainer or the training instructional

performance.
o stay with the trainee
ee extensively, depending on the' training'

ompletely depend on the trainer
urance and confidence on the job.
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Progress During Structured Training

1

"The trainer is aware of the trainee's progress at all times. Train-
ing schedules; with feedback from the trainee's performance, indicate
the progress of the, training. The trainee is made aware of.hia_progreas
versus the training schedule.

Trainingon Schedule:
1. Trainer indicatei to the trainee that his progress is on schedule.
2. Trainer makes no changes in training strategy.
3. 'Trainer compliments traihee'on his improvements.
4. The trainer builds up thetrainee's self-rponfidence.

Training Ahead of Schedule:
i.

1. Trainer shows acknowledgement and encouragement regarding the
trainee's performance. .

2. Trainer encourages increased good performance of the trainee.
3. Trainer builds on the trainee's self-confidence.

Training Behind Schedule:
1. Trainer is concerned for lack of 'progress in training.-
2. Trainee is made aware of training schedule.

.

3. Trainer tries alternate strategies of instructing the trainee.
4. Traiher discusses with the trainee how his' performance can be

improved.

PRODUCTION OUTCOMES FROM STRUCTURED TRAINING

DEFINITION: roduction Crisis
1. Production consistantly curtailed because of worker inability to 4

start -up pipe production or keep productionlrate up.
2. Failure of extruder-to operate correctly or its related components.
3. Trainer can determine the degree of crisis by either frantic or

rational actions on the part of the trainee.
4. Failure between the trainee and trainey to interact together and

communicate. thus resulting in loss of production or damdge to
.

equlpment.

Production Crisis.Situaiion'(Neither-traifierInor trainee fault):
1. Trainer involved extensively, in troubleshooting, in early,

. training period.
.

2-. Trainer not involved Or watches the trainee troubleshoot problems
in the advanced training. period. . ?

3. Trainer calmly offers suggestions and encourigemencto the trainee..
4.. Trainee performs all troubleshooting procedures.
5. The trainer involves himself with the equipment only. if the

rainee's performance fails to correct machine malfunctions
(advanced training period.)
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li8

Production Crisis Situation (trainee fault):
1. Trainer relies on training materials for instruction too'tha trainee.
2. Trainer help trainee by giving advice only if trainee cannot perform.
3. Trainer may reinstruc't the 'trainee if needed.

Normal Production (no problems):
1. Trainer has little interaction with trainee.
2. Trainer may leave the work area.

Normal Production (problems):
1. Traineerelies,on help from instructional materials.
2. Trainer interactionldepends on the stage in the training sequence.

z.!......:-

\41
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APPENDIX R

Unstructured Training Program Operational Procedure

The 'following is a description of the'procedures.utilized to

simulate the unstructured training program in an industrial setting.

The new worker (trainee) is,trought on the job by the foreman

(res4archer) and introduced to the worker-trainer. The foreman leaves

the trainee at the job and the training is,pow the responsibility of

.

the worker-trainer. The worker-trainer and4pnee are ,together for
4 S

training purposes.. During, this time the worker-trainer is expected to

train the trainee given whatever method is it his disposal. At the

second hour of the trainee's efiploymeni, a'malfunction is injected into

the extruder by the researcher to exposethe trainee to trouble - shooting

malfunctions or production problems. In the third hour the' trainer is

. pulled.off the job and the trainee is forced to maintainproduction alone.

If the trainee Cannot maintain production various results may occur:"

a. the worker-trainer or foreman will return to the job on their

!±,

b. the worker-trainer or foreman will be called to thejob by
the trainee.

C, the worker-irainer wi11 be told to return to the job by the
foreman

This action results in a resumption of production. The action is re-
.

peated until the trainee can maintain production.

If the trainee can maintain production for thirty (30) minutes

a malfunction of.the extruder's roller speed is injected. Thetrainee

is faced with three alternatlives. If the trainee observes the mal-
t

function, the trainee may:

169
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a. let the extruder operate as it is and take no action

b. callin.the worker-trainer or foreman to correct the
malfunction

160.

of.

correct the malfunction

If the trainee observes and corrects the 'malfunction with no outside

help, as well as maintain production for the remaining hour, the trainee

will have passed the first production problem test. When the malfUnction

has been corrected the worker-trainer is put back on the job at the end -

of the hour. The worker-trainer is taken off the job each time a mal-
1

fUnction is injected until the trainee becomet competent.
-t;
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FORMAN i

*PROD & TRN*
TRAINEE #1
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UNSTRUCTURED TRAINING EVENTS_

WORKER-TRAINER #
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TRAINEE #2

7
FOREMAN

'WORKER - TRAINER #2

*PROD & TRN*
TRAINEE43

FOREMAN

Aptitude and Achievement-Test

Attitudes Toward Training

Achieves.JOb Competency

Varied Training Time

ForeMan and/or Worker-Trainer Intervention' on "Crisis"'
Events; Generally.Foreman is Busy and Preoccupied;
Worker-TraineBusy but:Available:

*PROD & TRN* Production and Training

WORKER-TRAINER #3
*PROD & TRN*
-TRAINEE #4-
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Structured Training Program Operational Procedures

6

The trainee is introduced to the job and the trainer by the fore-

man or the supervisor. The trainer procedes to introduce the trainee

to the work'area, the equipment, and fellow workers. Once completed

the trainer and trainee procede to the training room 'for the training

introduction and an overview ofthe job. Once the classrdom program

for the introduction is completed the trainee and trainer returf to

the work area. The trainer completes the introduction and job stages

one and two, "talking phase." It is important to note that during this

phase, either at the work area or in the training room, production is

not impeded.

The "talking phase" consists of thetrainer explaining all job

tasks and trouble - shooting procedures verbally according to the task

- check sheets and trainer - manual. The trainee responds to thetrainer by

talking through the job tasks. and answering questions abdut the job

procedures to the satisfaction of the trainer. This is a form of

formative, evaluation. This procedure may help the trainer determine the

capabilities- of,the trainee to grasp the job tasks and determine if the

..

trainee is suited for the job. This method also enlightens &he trainee

to the job and expected perfdrmance. -The trainee can decide if he or'

she is capable of performing the job.

The trainee and trainer return to the training room for specific

job instruction of job tasks three through seven and specific production

problem training, "talking phaSe." During thii time formative evaluatilin-

in.the form of verbal and short answer written quizzing is conducted.

1 7 ?
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When the trainer is ,confident of 06 trainee's knowledge of the

job, the trainee and trainer-return to the work area for specific job

instruction and production problem training, "doing phase." At thii

time, prdduction is impeded because the production equipment is now

utilized for training purposes. Production lost is equivalent to pro-
f

duction output.during training decucted from the standard production

rate. The trainee performs all the job tasks with the trainer_present.

The trainer may demonstrate some job tasks. The trainer closely

observes the trainee and helps only if needed.. The trainer will head-

off any potential problems that will frustrate the trainee's learning

and will instruct 'the trainee about those problems.

When the trainer is confident that the trainee can perform all

job tasks the production problem, training "doing phase" is conducted,
. .

..While the trainee is operating the plastic extruder and maintaining

production the trainer tadjusts an extruder control at the work area

causing a malfunction. The trainee must find the malfunction and cor-

rect the problem as wellas Maintain production. When the trainee has

solved two malfunctions, answered questions by the trainer, can start-
.

up, maintain and shut-down production;is self confident in performing

the job tasks, and the trainer' is satisfied in the trainees performance,

then the trainee is considered competent in the,job.

The-linaltest of the trainee's competence is in a performance

test unknown to the trainee. The trainee is placed on the job alone.

The trainee must start-up and maintain production:- The: trainee must pass

two malfunction tests and maintain the production rate..-The malfUnctions

are injectedinto the extruder from a remote station by-the researcher.

r.
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'SELF-INSTRUCTION
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The malfunction injected was an increase or decrease of the take-up

roller speed.' The trainee is unaware that the malfunctions are pur-
-

posefully injected.

Additional training is administered only if necessary. The

trainee pay ask for additional information or.information forgotten

during training. In a crisisaituation the trainee may call in the

- .

trainer or solve the crisis alone. The. trainer will provide additional
am

training based on the trainee's. performance.

.
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1. Stat

2. Advertise for Graduate Research Assistant

3. Interview' possible Research Assistant

.4, 'Select ReseaiCh Assistant
. . :

5. Research director and assistant Conferenceto discuss, potential
v faculty adVisors

6. Contact pOtentig faculty advisors

I
. .

Acceptance by faculty advisors7.

8. Obtain Rainville Pipe Extrusion information

19. Obtain Rainville Pipe Extrusion equipment

10. Familiarization with operation of extrusion equipment'

11.. BOSU Research staff-orientation; review'and revision of draft materials
4
12. First draft of worker profile

.13._,First draft oft unstructured training Methodology

14. First draft of structured training Methodology

.167

15. First draft of experimental procedures and evaluation

1

t

1'irst draft of selected production'activity
.

17. Conference with J-M personnel man to review andrefine.worker profile;
second draft .

18.'. Progress repot number one a

t' '
I

.

19.N Obtain appropriate extrusion mate.14.W. for extruding pip6
t

20. Specify the efts of extruder 'Vaiablei on the quality' and pro-

/

.

/duction of pipe t
--

[

. 21. Extrusion task listing

task detailing

23. Pipe production criteria

24. Development of-pipe quality control evaluating device

25. Validation of evaluating device

t.
177
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261 Structured training "instructional decisions.
. .

.27'.." Script

28; Visuals

29. Nock-ups.'

0-

.

30,' Critique of structured training. program

31. Revise structured training program

32; Pilot strActured training program .

33." Revise structured training program

4e

36. Director's Critique of'35

"!. 37. J-M, stafi critique of 35

Produce final structured training program...

CharacterizatiOn of the production foreman behavior in the
unstructured training,program

38, finalization of 35

39. Characterization of the
program

.

40. Directarks critique and

J-M staff critiqUe of 39

42." Finalization of 39

4,9

trainer's behavior

revision of 39

'AC

0

j

in the structured training

43. Pilot unstructured training program
A f

44. Revise and finalization of unstructured

te. Final check of unstkuctured training program

46. Deterdine media to use for advertising

47. Develop advertising .materials for trainee personnel. recruitment
.

Critique and finalize total trainee procurement procedures-
.

training prpgram

49. Place advertisement in seledted med4,

50. Prospective
e

tr

.
trainees answer advektisemerit

178
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t.,

$1. 'Telephone appointments for job interview,by'aivlicant.

52.. y4110-441 applicant for job interview t

53. Fifty applicants.fill out application and tape pretest

54. Applicant interview

'55.. Accept /reject applicant

56. Randomly divide-accepted applicants-into twc groups

37: Unstructured training grbup

58. ':Otructured.training group.

Perform uastrultured training program
. .

60. 'Collect unstructured training data

61. Perfori'tstructured training program-
*. 4,

Cellect structured training data

63. Comparison and analysis data from the two training groups

Cs

64. .0mtlinsifitial report
4

65. Write final :report

66. .Obtqin.3-11 application fora from .T--M Defiance

67. Modify and develop form for research use

. 68. Application format; advisor,approval

69. ;Duplibie copies of application form.4

70. Obtain sample pre -tesi. aptitude tests

71. ielect pre-test aptitude iest,

Pt

72. 8picify e;ctruder operption performance test samples

73.: ftevelop And vAlidate eAtruder operation 'performance test

74. Delelop a cost effectiveness model for industrial training

75. Critique and revise cost-effectiveness model.

76. 3-1,1 staff critique 61 75

o 179,
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FINAL DATA SUMMARY

Unstructured .StructUred T Scc4e
Confidence
Level

TOTALS

1. 'Total'Training Hours 326.00

2. Total Training Production 12745.0

3. .Tbial Training Production Loss in Pounds 187.03

4. Total Training Waste 11 T,wads. 440.64

5. :fetal Training ProductZ01:,~,a Pounds 636.86

-
x-PER TRATNEE

lA. x Training Hours Per Trainee

637.25

ScoreProbability

2A. R Training ProductionPpr Trainee
-

3A. x Training ProductioeLoss in. Pounds Per Trainee 9.35

-4A:-x Training-White in Pounds Pei Trainee

5A. X Training Production In Poundi,Per'Trainee 31.84
-0

. x PER TRAINING HOUR

1B. /A

x Training Production Per Training Hour . 39.71.

30. x Training Prbdulion Loss in Pounds PorTi. Hour 0.54-
. .

,40.. x Training taste in Pounds per Training Hour 1.39
.

511, x Training Production in- ounds Per Training Hour 1.98

, -

'6 x Posttest

91.00

3386.00-

58.20

105:81

169.30

4.55

169.30

2.91

5.29

8.46
0

37.65'

0.61

1.29

1.88

58.35

2.8609

3.80

3.01

3.9481

3.7973

0.1624

0.338

0.2127

. 0.1587

-.3541

.p < .01

p<..001

p <.01

p < .001

p <

p > -.8

p .7

p

p > .8

p > .7



TRAIi1M0 COSTS .

.

.., ,,..

..,..,

STRUCTURED TRAINING, .

"'..,

:
....

UtuctUred
Training_
Tot-als , v-

Unstroctitre
Training _.

Totals'.

" .

. .

-.,:

UNSTRUCTOREO TRAINING
.

,.. . .

TRAiMING DSVELOPM07.'
, ,..

308.00

. . . .

80;.:00

..,,21.76
._ 0.30*

.30

10,303.'
0:15

;-.

. 9.00
2.-25

0.90
.

.

4.96

.

6.00'
24,80k
10.00

, 10.0W)
.

.,

227.50
160.00
+13.50

.

338.00

.

.

.

_

- .,

. ,

. .

'' 50.80
'\

:.

601.00_
''

.

.,

..

0

.

.

--

.

.

901.99

.

_

.

V%
.

._
__

. "
.

. .

.

,

,

-

.

.

TRAINING TIME

.°

..

.

.

. . .

.

.

'4

.

-

-815

C

8f

.Trainee 7.50-4is,A,
111.00Q Yrf;:.salary. .-... ._

..4.51000:yr. sitary-' .,.,,.

TRAINING
_. ''' .t,7 .

NATE41ALS
to166Trainer Manual . . .

jolder-Trainee-kanual-. ..,:. . .

'Folde-Introduction
Overview Script . .. . .. : .

Paper-4Typedllmies.: ..e* . . ..... .
Cassette Audio Tstke .

'Training Photographs
Introduction Overview .l.. .

.

-. ;.,.

Poster-Boafor Training Aids. .t*
Poster Paper for Training Aids.
FreSs-type,tetters fox ",Training
Aids L.

REPRODUCTIONOUANTITY OF 20
Manual Folders. : . .

Paper for $anuals '-

,

-Secretary bUplicating Manbals... :%
Secretary Collating & Binding . .

....

TRAININdlrIME7 :

Trainee Time
Trainer Time. . .: . ..,.. .

Trainer Crisis Time

Trainee Time
'Trainer Time
Foreman Crisis Time

.00.

.99



.TRAINING COSTS -- Continued
.

k

.

',.

STRUCTURED TRAINING

Structured 'Unitructured
Training
Totals

Training
Totals

1

- ,

UNSTRUCTUREDTRAINING

PRODUCTIO LOSSES - . - 63.47'

,

1125.03

56.25,
.

409:76

% 20.49

715.27

35.76

242.91

.

1144.90

57.25

0
.

.

0

1144.90..

57.25

g

Production
Pounds

Production
in Pounds

a .

._

Rate--Loss in
of Product ' 72.38
Material Waste
of Plastic 170.53

;

!

.

o
_

-

.

. ,

.

.

Production Rate -- -Loss in

Pounds of Product .. 22.2
Production Material Waste I

in Pounds .of Plastic .40.95

TOTALS -

'Average Cost per-Trainee

Total-Development Training
Costs E 1 and 2

Average Tiaining Development
Cost per Trainee

Total 'training,, -Delivery Costs E 3,4;6 5

.Averagejraining Delivery Cost

.. Per Trainee . '

4


